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ABSTRACT
VIBRATED SQUARES AS
EQUILIBRIUM AND ACTIVE MATTER
FEBRUARY 2018
LEE ASKEW WALSH
A.B., UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Narayanan Menon
We study the effects of particle shape and self-propulsion on the collective behaviors
of a two-dimensional granular fluid, using an experimental system of hard square
grains. We energize the system by vibration, which, depending on particle shape,
induces either isotropic diffusion or persistent self-propulsion in the particles. We use
specially designed grains as a model system to study (i) the equilibrium packing of
hard squares in two dimensions, (ii) the dynamics of athermal self-propelled particles,
and (iii) the melting kinetics of an unconfined granular crystallite.
The first study concerns the phase diagram of a two-dimensional fluid of hard squares,
which exhibits ordering in the positions and orientations of particles. We measure the
structure and dynamics of steady states of vibrated square grains, and identify the
progression of phases as a function of packing fraction. At low density, the squares form
vii
an isotropic fluid; at intermediate densities, four-fold bond- and molecular orientational
order emerge simultaneously to form a tetratic phase with slowed rotational dynamics
and short-range translational correlations; at higher densities, the particles freeze into a
square-crystalline phase with suppressed translational diffusion, and both translational
and orientational order.
In vibrated granular active matter, both noise and self-propulsion derive from the same
collisional forcing, unlike many other active systems where there is a clean separation
between the two. Using the same experimental setup, we study single-particle motion
of self-propelled particles. We use a theoretical analysis to compare grain motion
at short and long time scales to the assumptions and predictions, respectively, of
the active Brownian particle (ABP) model. We demonstrate that despite the unique
relation between noise and propulsion, granular media do show the generic features
predicted by the ABP model and indicate that this is a valid framework to predict
collective phenomena.
Finally, we study the kinetics of melting an unconfined crystallite of square grains.
We prepare the initial state with an ordered crystalline structure in the positions and
orientations of the squares, then suddenly initiate vibration. As crystallites of passive
and active particles evolve, we measure the crystallite size, dilation, and orientational
order. We find that crystallites of passive particles exhibit ordering remarkably similar
to that in the steady-state phases, with bond- and molecular orientational order
coupled. Self-propelled particles decouple these; coherent “brick-layer” rearrangements
destroy bond-orientational order while molecular orientations remain well ordered.
Depending on the arrangement of the self-propulsion axes, activity can either frustrate
or promote the melting process, dramatically change the crystallite lifetime, and affect
the spatial distribution of the melting front.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the absence of anything more complicated than a collection of free
molecules, the symmetry laws are never broken, on the average. We needed
living matter to produce an actual unsymmetry in the populations.
. . . symmetry is of great importance in physics. By symmetry we
mean the existence of different viewpoints from which the system appears
the same. It is only slightly overstating the case to say that physics is the
study of symmetry.
— Philip W. Anderson, “More is Different” [1]
This dissertation concerns the collective structures and dynamics formed spontaneously
by collections of many individual components. Here, the components we consider are
hard granules, thus the collection forms granular matter. Granular matter is made
up of discrete particles, such as sand or mixed nuts or idealized hard spheres, which
are athermal and dissipative. It is studied both from a fundamental standpoint [2–4]
and also as an interesting and ubiquitous material [5,6]. In the laboratory, granular
materials may be used as a model to demonstrate collective effects in an easily controlled
experimental system. In particular, we will discuss its use to model equilibrium
liquids and mimic simple systems of active matter. Active matter is characterized
by constituent parts that are each individually driven by some energy source [8,9].
Experiments with vibrated grains as active self-propelled particles have demonstrated
many striking collective effects [10–12]. This dissertation describes work exploiting an
experimental system of vibrated granular hard squares to address questions on the
statistical mechanics of entropic packings, the dynamics of self-propelled particles,
and kinetics of condensed phases of active particles.
1
1.1 Outline
We begin (sec. 1.2) with some contextual background and motivation for the projects
described in this dissertation. Thermal systems in two dimensions exhibit rich phase
behavior for various particle shapes. For anisotropic particles, the symmetry of particle
interaction may have a nontrivial relationship with spontaneously broken symmetry in
emergent phases. Beyond the interaction symmetry between particles, we can further
endow the particles with some dynamical activity that is internal to the particle and
carries its own symmetry or anisotropy. To explore the relationship between these
symmetries, we choose particles for which we can control the rotational symmetry
of particle shape separately from that of the dynamics. For this work, we hold the
shape symmetry constant: all particles described herein are squares. This dissertation
describes three projects that consider these various aspects of the shape and dynamics
of granular particles.
Before we proceed to the details of the research, I describe in chapter 2 my experimental
setup and analytical methods, many of which are common to two if not all of the
projects. This includes details of the particles and the confinement and vibration
system, as well as data acquisition, image analysis, and standard statistical analyses
used to interpret the results. Specific details of the range of data collected for each
project and of any analyses particular to the study will remain in the appropriate
project chapter (3, 4, 5).
To set the stage for collective effects in square particles, we begin by considering
the equilibrium phases of hard squares. Thanks to two independent orientational
degrees of freedom, this system has a delicate balance between two subtly different
phases, each of which has been observed, in apparent contradiction, under various
circumstances [13–15]. I present the results from my experimental investigation into
these phases in chapter 3, as well as Ref. [16].
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To do this, we first characterize the behavior of an self-propelled granular particle
in the same vibration system used for the passive squares. Fascinating phenomena
with dynamical heterogeneity and coherent behavior is observed in vibrated granular
systems, but they do not fit the standard paradigm of thermal active matter [17].
Furthermore, some doubts remain about undesirable cross-correlations or inhomo-
geneities [18], or colored or non-Gaussian noise that might contribute to these effects.
I quantify single-particle motion of a vibrated self-propelled particle to test for these
effects and the applicability of the standard theoretical paradigm in this setting. In
chapter 4, I present this work, which was done in collaboration with my coauthors in
Ref. [19].
We wish to exploit the subtlety of the ordering in squares as a test bed for measuring
the effects of an active self-propulsion on such phases. Thus, we close this work by
bringing together aspects from chapters 3 and 4 to investigate the effects of polar
self-propulsion in on the phase diagram of squares in two dimensions. We combine
these in an unstable but well-ordered nonequilibrium crystallite built from polar
self-propelled particles that still pack with four-fold symmetry. In chapter 5, we
describe the kinetics of a cluster of polar self-propelled squares as it melts from an
initially well-ordered crystallite until its ultimate dispersal into a dilute gas.
We close in chapter 6 with a summary of results, brief remarks on overarching themes
and conclusions, as well as discussion of some open questions and proposals for future
work in similar or closely related systems.
3
1.2 Background Concepts
1.2.1 Ordering in Two Dimensions
Fluids in two dimensions exhibit a variety of phases between a disordered gaseous phase
and an ordered crystalline phase [20]. The order-disorder transitions between these
two limits show interesting phases as different classes of order emerge along different
pathways in the development of order. The canonical example is the athermal fluid of
hard, purely repulsive, disks in two dimensions [21–24]. As a solid hexagonal packing
of such disks begins to melt, it undergoes a two-step melting process, collectively
known as the kthny transition [25–27]. The first step is characterized by a continuous
loss of quasi-long-range translational order due to the emergence of dislocations; the
intermediate phase, hexatic, maintains quasi-long-range order in the orientations of
bonds between neighboring particles. The next step is a discontinuous [28] transition
into the disordered liquid phase, in which bond-orientational and translational order
are both short-ranged.
Turning from isotropic disks to anisotropic particles presents a variety of potential
spatial orders. Hard particles form thermodynamic phases dictated solely by the
entropy of their geometric packing; temperature is irrelevant because the interaction
potential has no finite energy scale. Particles with asymmetric shapes have anisotropic
constraints of self-avoidance and therefore pack in complex phases. Anisotropic
particles have rotational degrees of freedom, which may order independently from,
or become coupled with, the translational degrees of freedom. This makes possible
new classes of order; for example, particle (or “molecular”) orientations may order
independently of their locations, giving rise to phases with global orientational order
in the absence of translational order, e.g. the nematic liquid crystal phase.
Such thermal systems can be approximated in the laboratory by using vibration
to fluidize a two-dimensional granular system [29]. Many groups have studied the
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behavior of isotropic granular materials under vibration [6], and more recently focus
on anisotropic particles has increased [10,30,31]. These phases in two dimensions have
been explored using various rigid shapes with a two-fold rotational symmetry, such
as rectangles [32,33], ellipses [34], or rods [35–37]. Some of these two-fold symmetric
particles yield phases with four-fold symmetry. This has also been demonstrated
by density functional theories [38,39]. Minor differences in shape can have drastic
effects on the phase diagram of such systems in two dimensions [15,40,41], and three
dimensions [42–44]. This work concerns squares, which have proven to exhibit some
peculiarities in their ordering [13,14], and some questions remain on their phase
behavior. Later in the dissertation, the richness of these phases will provide an
interesting and useful platform for considering active particles.
1.2.2 Self-propelled Particles and Active Matter
In many natural settings, particles, cells, and organisms move about under their own
propulsion [8,45]. Systems of such self-propelled particles are amongst those known as
active matter, and they display rich collective dynamics not seen in equilibrium, such
as swarming, flocking, and large density fluctuations [17,46–50]. Broadly speaking,
these are highly dissipative nonequilibrium systems that are driven systematically
at the particle scale [9]. That is, in addition to diffusive motion produced by a
noisy environment, their constituent particles also have persistent motion along a
particular direction. This direction may follow some locally defined field, which may
range from simply the particle orientation [51,52] to something more complex such
as the connectivity among cells [53]. Note that these differ from other examples
of nonequilibrium in which (i) the system is relaxing toward an equilibrium state
from a fluctuation or far-from-equilibrium initial condition; or (ii) the particles react
isotropically or uniformly when they are driven at a large scale, for example by a
uniform potential field, applied shear, or isotropic noise.
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Thus, within the scope of this dissertation, we consider the following hierarchy of
categories: Among nonequilibrium systems, a driven system is one with a net flux of
energy supplied by some drive. Among driven systems, an active system is driven at
the level of each particle, rather than at the system scale. Among active systems, we
consider self-propelled particles to be those in which the drive couples to a persistent
field. Although it is quite subtle, this last distinction separates some active systems
that exhibit striking nonequilibrium dynamics, from others whose behavior strongly
resembles equilibrium. The work presented here takes advantage of this subtlety,
which allows us to use simple modifications to convert between, and thus compare
behavior between, isotropic and self-propelled particles. For further details of this
nature concerning the dynamics of the particles used in this work, see sec. 2.4.
To simplify the discussion, in describing particles used in this work, I will often use
the terms “active” and “self-propelled” interchangeably to describe the particles used
primarily in chapter 4; and I will use “passive” or “isotropic” to describe the particles
used primarily in chapter 3, which would otherwise fall under the active (but not
self-propelled) category described above.
In the laboratory, realizations of active matter can be used as a simplified model for a
variety of natural systems [9]. These natural examples include flocks of creatures on
land and in the sea and sky; cells and in vitro cell extracts; and phoretic colloids and
emulsions. Some of the most remarkable experimental demonstrations of nonequilib-
rium collective effects were first shown in vibrated granular matter. These experiments
create a two-dimensional granular fluid by confining particles to a level surface and
vibrating the substrate vertically. In these so-called vibro-fluidized systems, simply
changing the particle shape inherently changes the dynamic properties of the particle.
Collisions with the vibrating substrate drive the particles, and shape anisotropy breaks
the symmetry of these interactions. This allows for an easy implementation of an
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active particle by choosing an appropriate shape [54]. In a system of many particles,
dramatic collective behavior emerges with a sensitivity to the details of the particle
shape. In a system of short rods of various aspect ratios and tip shape, Narayan, et
al. observed phases of smectic and nematic liquid crystals, as well as a tetratic-like
patchwork [36]. Beyond the orientational ordering, coupling of orientability and
activity produces persistent flows and giant number fluctuations [11]. Other examples
include spontaneous vortex formation [10], boundary migration [12], and modified
crystallization dynamics [55].
1.2.3 Active Brownian Particle Model
These fascinating collective effects can theoretically be shown to emerge from micro-
scopic models in which there is an abstracted description of single-particle motion. A
theoretical cornerstone is the active Brownian particle (ABP) model [17], in which a
Brownian particle propels itself with a constant speed along a body-fixed axis that
rotates diffusively. The two key dynamical ingredients in this model—self-propulsion
and diffusion—are independent physical processes that together contribute to the
single-particle motion. The assumptions of this popular model are well satisfied by
some physical systems, and it has successfully predicted, among other phenomena,
phase separation and an active solid phase in self-propelled particles [47,56–61].
In the simplest version of the ABP model, the center-of-mass velocity of an object
is the sum of two contributions, a constant velocity v0 directed along a body-fixed
orientation nˆ =
(
cos θ
sin θ
)
, and a translational noise ~η. This is accompanied by rotation
of nˆ driven by a noise term ξ.
~˙r(t) = v0nˆ(t) + ~η(t) (1.1)
θ˙(t) = ξ(t). (1.2)
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The translational and rotational noise terms are Gaussian with zero mean, no spatial
or temporal correlations, and variances 2DT and 2DR, respectively. Thus the short-
time dynamics are fully characterized by three parameters, DR, DT , and v0, which
determine the statistical behaviour of the particle over longer times. An equivalent
parameterization can be given in terms of the two diffusion coefficients and a persistence
length `p = v0/DR.
1.2.4 A Mixture of Symmetries
Hard active particles have two distinct rotational symmetries: one of steric interactions
that dominate the packings, and the other of the self-propulsion that drives persistent
dynamics. The interplay between these independent symmetries may have dramatic
effects on the phases and dynamics of active materials, but these potential effects remain
largely unexplored. Due to the ease of generating anisotropic driving interactions with
elongated particles, the active driving motility in most active granular experiments has
the same symmetry as the interparticle interaction. For example, a vibrated rod will
sterically align and active drive itself along the axis. In such a system, it is difficult to
distinguish the conflated effects of the interparticle steric interactions and the dynamic
effect of particle motility.
By the design of the square particles with polar motility, we blend—but independently
control—two distinct rotational symmetries: on the one hand, of steric interactions that
dominates the packings; on the other hand, of the self-propulsion that drives persistent
dynamics. In this case, the steric interactions have a four-fold rotational symmetry
due to the square shape of the particles, while the dynamics have polar rotational
symmetry. The interplay between the effects of these independent symmetries may
have dramatic effects on the phases and dynamics of active materials, but they remain
largely unexplored. Both of these symmetries tend, in nature and experiment, to
share the same order of rotational symmetry. That is, in systems with well-defined
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discrete rotational symmetry in both the interactions and motility, that symmetry is
often identical. For example, elongated particles with a two-fold rotational symmetry
(nˆ = −nˆ) will also have a two-fold apolar motility with preferential motion along the
±nˆ axis. Unsurprisingly, such particles often form nematic-like phases, a phase that
shares the same two-fold symmetry as its constituent particles.
1.3 Prior work
1.3.1 On the Phases of Squares
Squares are an obvious point of entry into the complexity of two-dimensional phases
because they can tile the plane without frustration. However, there has been relatively
little investigation into the phases formed by this simple shape as a function of density,
and still less of the dynamics within these phases. Existing work on shapes with
four-fold symmetry — such as squares — is limited, but raises interesting questions
about the phase diagram. Monte Carlo simulations of an equilibrium hard-square
system suggest a four-fold tetratic phase with longer-range orientational order than
translational order [13].
By contrast, in experiments on a colloidal suspension of square-shaped tiles osmotically
constrained to a surface, Zhao et al. found no evidence of an orientationally ordered
state [14]. At densities above that of the isotropic phase, they instead observed
a “hexagonal rotator” phase where particles form a plastic crystal with hexagonal
bond-orientational order but no molecular-orientational order. At higher densities,
the system enters a rhombic phase with a lattice angle that continuously approaches
the 90° angle of a square crystal at full packing.
Monte Carlo simulations by Avendaño and Escobedo [15] indicate that particle shape
is the critical difference between these two studies. They found that squares with suffi-
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ciently rounded corners form the hexagonal rotator phase observed by Zhao, et al. [14],
whereas squares with sharper corners show indications of a tetratic-like phase before
crystallization [13].
We investigate the structure and dynamics of the phases in the hard square limit in
chapter 3. We were motivated by the desire to quantify particle dynamics in these
phases, confirm the effect of sharp corners, and ultimately to add active self-propulsion
to the system. The macroscopic nature of the system gives us the advantage of precise
control over the particle properties, including shape [29,31,36,62] and active dynamics.
1.3.2 On Noise in Active Granular Systems
In the overdamped limit of an active Brownian particle (hereafter ABP), the particle
is self-propelled by a roughly constant force that is balanced by the drag of a viscous
medium. The same medium is thermal, which adds some noise to the active motion of
the particle, causing it to diffuse. The self-propulsion and the diffusion are generally
each the result of two separate physical processes.
Self-propulsion in granular particles, however, arises from different physical considera-
tions than in other soft and living systems. Here, both the propulsion and the noise
share the same non-thermal origin. In a two-dimensional granular fluid, dynamics are
driven by a vibrating boundary which energizes particles via collisions in the vertical
direction. These collisions act as a source of high-frequency noise that leads to diffusion
in the other two dimensions [63]. Particles with anisotropy in shape [36,64–66] or
other properties [12,67,68] will also be preferentially propelled along a body-fixed axis
by the collisions. Further, collisions are locked to the deterministic vibrations of the
plate. This could lead to temporal or spatial correlations of the noise, as well as a
non-thermal noise spectrum [69,70].
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Lord Polonius: [Aside] Though this be madness, yet
there is method in’t.—Will you walk out of
the air, my lord?
— Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2.
This chapter describes the experimental setup for research on dry two-dimensional
granular fluids, and the methods used to collect data and perform analysis. All
the experiments presented were conducted using hard plastic square tiles that were
energized by vibration, and confined to move in two dimensions. For the study of the
phases of squares in chapter 3, particles are passive squares with four-fold symmetry
in their shape, but with isotropic dynamics. Subsequently, for the work on active
particles in chapters 4, 5, the particles were modified to bias their dynamical symmetry
to induce polar self-propulsion. Data was collected by photography, and the locations
and orientations of all particles were detected from digital images. For video data,
these positions were tracked over time to obtain trajectories for each particle. These
trajectories were the primary input for all data analyses, including order parameters,
correlation functions, and velocities.
2.1 Apparatus
The experimental system consists of a circular cell that confines the particles to a
horizontal monolayer. This cell vibrates vertically, energizing the particles with a
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quasi-thermal noise that is converted via collisions with the plate into horizontal
motion. Particles are square tiles and do not have room to tilt significantly nor overlap
with each other, thus the projected shape of their footprint effectively describes their
quasi-two-dimensional shape. Particles are thus free to move and interact with other
particles within the horizontal plane. The setup is shown in fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1. A diagram of the system constraints. Square particles confined to two
dimensions are shaken out of plane and imaged from above. Experimental setup.
Particles (N ≈ 500) are confined in a quasi-two-dimensional circular dish between
an aluminum substrate and acrylic cover. The dish has diameter 2R = 203 mm with
height 6.35 mm, and particles have side length s = 7.86± 0.01 mm and height 5.1 mm.
Photo at upper right shows the particles (at density ρ = 0.78) painted with white
tracking targets at center and three corners. Arrows show location and orientation of
detected particles.
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2.1.1 Confinement and Geometry
The particles are confined within a circular cell of diameter 2R = 203 mm, formed
between two horizontal plates and separated by an adjustable vertical spacer. This
spacer maintains a gap of height in the range of 1.6 to 11.1 mm, which is adjusted to
accommodate different particles, and has a headroom of approximately 25% of the
tile height. The lower plate is aluminum and the upper plate is clear scratch-resistant
acrylic, through which the particles are visible from above.
2.2 Particles
Experiments were undertaken with hard plastic (ABS) tiles as the square particles.
Two classes of particles were used: lego™ single-square tiles, and 3D-printed tiles,
both pictured in fig. 2.2. lego tiles have four-fold rotational symmetry, both in
their dynamics and their mutual interactions. The 3D-printed tiles all have the same
four-fold symmetry with respect to their steric interactions with other particles, but
in order to control their dynamics, they are designed to have four-, two-, or one-fold
rotational symmetry (i.e., invariance under rotation by pi/2, pi, and 2pi, respectively).
All lego and 3D-printed tiles interact with the same four-fold rotational symmetry
as squares in two dimensions. Measurements of the particles are summarized below
and in tbl. 2.1.
2.2.1 Particle properties
Table 2.1. Measurements for the two classes of particles, and the measurements of
the cell with respect to each particle.
particle cell
width s(mm) height corner ζ mass (mg) gap diam area
lego™ 7.86± 0.01 5.1 0.04 204± 1 6.35 mm 25.9s 525s2
3D-printed 6.28± 0.04 3.9 0.17 83± 1 4.76 mm 32.4s 824s2
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Figure 2.2. Left: LEGO tiles, with side length s ≈ 8 mm. Right: One type of
3D-printed squares with s ≈ 6 mm.
2.2.1.1 LEGO particles
The lego tiles have sides of length s = 7.86±0.01 mm and base height of 3.2 mm, plus
a 1.9 mm high cylindrical protrusion on the top, for a total height of 5.1 mm. When
using these particles, cell gap height is set to 6.35 mm. Their corners have radius
of curvature σ/2 = 0.15± 0.01 mm, giving a corner-rounding-to-length ratio [15] of
ζ = σ/s = 0.04 (see fig. 2.3). Their mass is 204± 1 mg.
2.2.1.2 Printed particles
The 3D-printed tiles were designed in OpenSCAD or SolidWorks and printed from ABS
thermosetting resin with a uPrint SE Plus 3D printer with a manufacturer-specified
layer thickness of 0.254 mm. Several designs were prototyped by former lab member
Sarah Schlossberg, who tested tiles with sizes s = 6 to 9 mm ± 0.04 mm. For these
particles, the corner radius of curvature is limited by the print resolution, and is
0.51± 0.06 mm, giving ζ = 0.17± 0.02 for s = 6.1 mm. Unless otherwise noted, all
self-propelled particles in chapters 4, 5 have width s = 6.28± 0.04 mm, a maximum
height of 3.9± 0.1 mm, and mass 83± 1 mg. For these particles, cell gap height is set
to 4.76 mm; the diameter is 203 mm = 32.4s.
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Figure 2.3. The four-fold symmetric passive tile (lego) imaged through microscope
from above, with corner close-ups magnified at 8× the background image scale. Side
length is s = 7.86 ± 0.01 mm, corner radius of curvature is σ/2 = 0.15 ± 0.01 mm,
giving a corner-rounding-to-length ratio ζ = σ/s = 0.04.
2.2.2 Particle–cell interactions
The particles accumulate a static charge from collisions with the acrylic lid. The
attraction is weak and has no measurable effect on the particle dynamics under the
vibration accelerations used. Its only noticeable effect is on the 3D-printed particles,
which may be caused to tilt slightly at rest, and during handling the particles during
assembling the crystallites discussed in chapter 5. The charge is easily dissipated with
a piezoelectric antistatic gun (Milty Zerostat 3, intended for use with vinyl records).
For the steady-state constant density measurements presented in chapter 3, we con-
trolled the density (packing fraction) ρ by varying the number of particles N in the
dish. The tiles tend to align with the dish walls, which gives an artificially high density
and orientational ordering near the walls. Therefore we exclude a margin of at least
2s (two particle widths) from the analysis, and recalculate the actual density of the
included particles, as shown in fig. 2.4. We vary the margin width to be commensurate
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with the layering of particles at the wall, as illustrated in fig. 2.5. The choice of the
margin size affects the density by up to ±0.004, while the temporal fluctuations of
the density are of order ±0.005, as shown in fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.4. Margin exclusion and calculation of density. Area and color of square
markers correspond to the inclusion area contributed by each particle, which is 1.0
for particles fully within the inner region, and 0 fully in margin. In this example, the
total number of particles is 416 giving total density of 0.792; and 298.1 particles giving
density 0.794 in the bulk region.
For measurements of single-particle motion in the dilute limit, we maintain a low
area fraction of particles (ρ . 2%) so that collisions between particles are rare. For
self-propelled particles with a well-defined persistence length (see sec. 4.2), this length
scale is much smaller than the cell size. Thus the trajectories are diffusive in an area
smaller than the cell area, and edge effects will not confine the statistics. At the
boundary, particles are excluded from the analysis to eliminate collision dynamics
from trajectory statistics.
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marginFigure 2.5. Density dependence on margin width. Density is highly correllated with
distance from the wall, so the choice of margin width effects the density measured
in the bulk. We take the margin width at a minimum in the density measurements,
which correspond to the outer boundary of an inter-layer gap in particles.
2.3 Vibration
The energy source for the quasi-thermal noise that allows the particles to diffuse in
plane is the vibration of the entire confining cell. This vibration is a vertical oscillation
of the entire cell. The height of the cell follows a sinusoidal motion, which is controlled
by amplifying the AC signal from a function generator (Agilent 33250A) to drive a
permanent magnet electrodynamic shaker (Ling Dynamic Systems: V456 shaker and
PA1000L amplifier). Thus, the height of the level surface of the cell follows
h(t) = A sin 2pift.
This gives a single parameter for peak acceleration Γ = A (2pif)2, which is generally
reported in units of g, the acceleration of gravity. The LDS shaker is capable of
peak acceleration Γ ≤ 117g in a frequency range of 5 to 7500 Hz. We control the
frequency f directly from the supply signal, but amplitude A is a function of the
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Figure 2.6. Density variations versus density (densities range from 0.52 to 0.88).
The density measured in the bulk varies based on margin width (red), and fluctuates
over time (blue). We compare the magnitude of these uncertainties to confirm margin
choice does not have a significant effect on the density measurement.
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efficiency of the shaker and the mass of the payload. Therefore, we vary the signal
frequency and amplitude and measure Γ with a triaxial piezoelectric accelerometer
(PCB Piezotronics 356B21 icp® accelerometer with 442B104 four-channel icp® sensor
signal conditioner). With the payload used in these experiments, we test a range of
f from 50 to 200 Hz and a signal amplitude Vin from 50 to 200 mV, resulting in Γ
ranging from 5 to 20 g. For this range with the typical experimental payload using full
gain on the PA1000L amplifier, the response is linear with A = 1.071× 10−6Vin/mV,
with a relative uncertainty of 4%. Thus, we find Γ/g = Vin/(9.48 mV) at f = 50 Hz,
which is held fixed in all reported data, unless otherwise noted.
The vibration frequency primarily affects only the timescale of the particle dynamics.
We find that velocity and diffusion is proportional to vibration frequency. Thus,
throughout this dissertation, we report times in units of the vibration period 1/f .
Figure 2.7. The linear bearing setup is shown in full at left, with shaker at the very
bottom, sitting on top of the aluminum base buffered by a sorbothane mat. A brass
rod connects the top of the shaker to the bottom of the air bearing. The closeup at
right shows the air-bearing assembly and confinement cell: an aluminum collar is fixed
to the carriage of the bearing (black, with translucent hose) and can be translated
horizontally atop the support structure to ensure vertical alignment above the shaker.
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2.3.1 Levelness and verticality
For the study on steady states of passive squares (chapter 3), data was collected
over intermediate timescales, with a sampling rate slower than the vibration period
1/f = 0.02 sec and the characteristic timescale for single-particle diffusion by particle
size `2/D ≈ 1 to 10 sec, but faster than the diffusion across the system R2/D ≈ 1000
sec. At the longer end of these timescales, the density of particles loses uniformity and
the particles drift in one direction, eventually accumulating with a density gradient
across the plate. The timescale for this drift depended inconsistently on the levelness
of the dish, the vibration parameters, and number of particles (load). We attributed
this to non-vertical vibration: the motion of the shaker armature was not purely
perpendicular to its surface (Γ⊥ ≈ 0.02Γ‖).
For that project, the entire shaker-and-dish assembly was placed on an aluminum
plate, separated by a damping mat (Sorbothane, Inc.) to isolate the vibration from
the floor, and could only be leveled as a whole unit by adjusting legs underneath the
lower plate. Because the dish could not be leveled independently from the shaker, it
was not possible to level the cell and simultaneously align the vibration with gravity.
In order to mitigate the undesired effects of unlevel or asymmetric vibration, an
improved support structure was used for the experiments with the polar particles
(chapters 4, 5). A stiff linear air bearing (New Way Air Bearings S40-03050-025152)
was used to rectify the motion of the shaker, transmitting only the vertical component
of vibration to the dish. This setup is implemented by rigidly mounting the dish to
the linear air bearing, which is coupled via a flexible rod to the shaker [71,72].
In detail, the particle dish is bolted directly to the upper end of the square rail of
the bearing, which glides vertically through the bearing carriage. Pressurized air (lab
supply) is filtered, dried, and regulated (SMC Pneumatics AWD30-N02DE-Z) and
supplied to the carriage at 410 kPa. The bearing rail has a 25.4 mm square profile
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which prevents rotation about the axis of motion, and is specified to withstand torque
up to 1.26 N m and normal load up to 115.6 N. The carriage is rigidly mounted to an
x-y translation stage for alignment of the axes of the bearing and the shaker. The
lower end of the rail is attached to the shaker via a thin flexible brass rod (#8-32
standard threaded rod), which provides stiff vertical but soft horizontal and rotational
coupling. This allows only vertical motion to be transmitted through the bearing,
while any transverse or rotational motion is dissipated through the flexing of the rod.
2.4 Particle Dynamics
In this nonequilibrium system, energy is fed to particles via collisions with the vibrating
cell. Collisions between particles and the bottom plate, the lid, and other particles
are inelastic, and kinetic energy is dissipated quickly. Likewise, momentum of the
particles is not conserved due to collisions and friction with the substrate. However,
the nonequilibrium driving provided by the vertical vibration induces an unbiased
quasi-thermal noise in the horizontal direction.
The confinement of the cell constrains, but does not eliminate, the three out-of-plane
degrees of freedom (height, roll, and pitch), while the planar degrees of freedom
(yaw, and planar translation) are unconstrained. Via inelastic particle–substrate
collisions, the planar degrees of freedom are coupled with the out-of-plane degrees of
freedom, which mediates the transmission of momentum from injected vertical motion
to horizontal noise. The variation in this noise arises from the timing between the
collisions and the out-of-plane position and orientation of the particle [73], as well as
the details of its symmetry or shape [54]. Thus, the symmetry of the three-dimensional
shape of the particle limits the symmetry of the resultant two-dimensional noise:
the more symmetries respected by the particle, the more isotropic the noise will be.
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However, the coupling between the constrained and unconstrained degrees of freedom
controls the deterministic parts of the resultant noise, and may blend the symmetries.
Note that despite differing mechanisms, in its effect, this is not an inherently nonequilib-
rium phenomenon. In the dilute concentration limit, shape anisotropy also affects the
Brownian motion of a single particle: diffusion becomes isotropic over long timescales,
but the dynamics are anisotropic at short timescales [74]. We may exploit this to
design particles that share the four-fold symmetry of a square, which sets the steric
interactions between particles, but have distinct dynamical properties. In one limit,
we treat the short-timescale noise and dynamics of the passive particles as isotropic
(as in chapter 3), but in the other, deliberately breaking one symmetry can rectify the
noise to be persistently anisotropic (as in chapter 4).
2.4.1 Isotropic Diffusion
At timescales longer than the vibration period 1/f , the motion of the unbiased lego
particles is isotropic and diffusive. A quantitative measure of the anisotropy of the noise
is the correlation between displacement and the orientation of the particle, 〈~r(t) nˆ(0)〉,
where nˆ represents the orientation unit vector of the square in the quadrant of the
displacement vector. This is plotted in fig. 2.8, and shows no significant correlations.
At long timescales and in the dilute densities where collisions are rare, particle
displacement is found to be diffusive, which is indicated by a mean squared displacement
that increases linearly with time (figure 2.9). As density is increased, diffusion is
slowed by collisions with neighboring particles, which reduces the diffusion constant,
but the behavior remains diffusive (see chapter 3, particularly fig. 3.7).
The angular motion is also found to have diffusive behavior at short and intermediate
timescales, but tends toward super-diffusive behavior at long times (figure 2.10). As
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Figure 2.8. Displacement–orientation crosscorrelation for “isotropic” lego particle.
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Figure 2.9. Diffusion of 32 isotropic particles (density ρ = 0.06) over the course
of 3200 vibration cycles (64 seconds at 50 Hz). Left: Tracks of the particles Right:
Mean squared displacement; thick black marks (•) show average, and dashed black
line shows a slope of 1, which indicates diffusive behavior.
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density is increased, the angular diffusion is also slowed, at a lower density translational
diffusion (see chapter 3, particularly fig. 3.8).
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Figure 2.10. Angular diffusion of 32 isotropic particles (density ρ = 0.06) over the
course of 3200 vibration cycles (64 seconds at 50 Hz). Left: Tracks of the orientation
of individual particles. Right: Mean squared angular displacement; thick black marks
(•) show average, and dashed black line shows a slope of 1, which indicates diffusive
behavior.
2.4.2 Persistent Self-propulsion
Short timescale dynamics are reflective of the asymmetries of the particles, which gives
us the control to rectify the noise to be anisotropic. By careful design, we can exploit
this to extend the timescale of the brief anisotropic motion, leading to persistent
propulsion in one particular direction. This is not truly self-propelled, as it is simply
receives more or stronger impulses along one direction in its body frame, but if the
orientation of the preferred direction persists but eventually diffuses, then it will then
behave similarly to a polar self-propelled particle, even though it does not produce
any thrust of its own.
Dynamical asymmetry is introduced both through the particle geometry as well as by
frictional properties [11,12,66,67]: rubber at one end provides enhanced friction, while
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a bevel on the opposite edge produces asymmetric rocking of the particle following a
collision with the floor. To achieve this, a small piece of rubber cabling or pdms is
attached along one edge (the “heel”) of the particle and the opposite edge (the “nose”)
is slightly beveled. The rubber material gives a higher friction than the plastic of the
particle, while the beveling gives a smaller thickness. This combination causes the
particle to perform something of a rocking motion forward toward its nose as it pivots
on the rubber heel. The upper surface of the particle is flat, so that when it is struck
by the ceiling of the chamber, the rocking is reversed but with much less friction. This
reorients the particle but without inducing any backward motion. Finally the heel
is lower again than the nose, and when the floor rises to strike the particle, it again
pivots forward about its heel.
Tuning the details of the design parameters, and the vibration amplitude, provides
some control over the parameters of motion. A detailed look at individual self-
propelled particle dynamics is discussed in chapter 4. There, we investigate the
distributions and correlations of the noise, measured as short-time velocity of the
particle. Microscopic models of self-propelled particles typically assume that the noise
distribution is Gaussian and there are no correlations over space or time. However,
we see here that the complex mechanisms, for the diffusive noise and self-propulsion
both, give no clear indication of obeying these assumptions.
2.5 Measurement
Particles were imaged from above through the transparent acrylic cover. For dynamic
data, videos were taken with a Vision Research Phantom v7.1 high-speed camera.
To fully capture particle motions, we take video at a frame rate that exceeds the
vibration rate: 120 fps = 2.4f . For steady-state data, still photographs are taken with
a Nikon D5000 DSLR camera. In attempt to sample a broader ensemble of microstates,
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Figure 2.11. Diagram of the experimental setup for self-propelled grains, showing a
side view of the vibrating chamber and top and oblique views of a particle. The lower
panel shows a video frame overlaid with the tracked positions of each particle for a
segment of time of about 80 vibration periods. The lower right panel zooms in on a
track to show individually detected positions ~r(t) and the propulsion axis nˆ(t).
photographs are separated by a time interval comparable to the characteristic timescale
for diffusion by one particle size. Depending on density, this ranges from about 4 to
60 seconds.
2.5.1 Detection
2.5.1.1 Marking particles
In order to easily and efficiently detect the particles in each image or video frame, we
mark the tiles with a high-contrast dot. The lego pieces are painted with an opaque
white oil paint marker (Sakura Pen-touch® Paint Marker), dark 3D-printed particles
with matte white paint (gesso). Light-colored 3D-printed tiles are marked with black
ink, but dark particles are preferable because the bright dot is more easily illuminated.
A small depression is integrated into the design of the printed tiles, which has no
effects on the dynamics, but allows the center to be accurately marked by hand.
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Figure 2.12. Particle position and orientation detection. Left: a raw video frame
with false color. Right: the frame convolved with the detection kernel for central dots
(top) and corner dots (bottom). Note that false positive detection for corner dots
has no effect on the analysis, as they are only used when in the appropriate position
relative to a central dot.
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In order to detect particle orientation, dots are painted in the corners of each tile.
More than one corner is marked in order to reduce both placement and measurement
error, which reduces the uncertainty by a factor of 1/
√
n. The final orientation is
calculated as the mean of displacement vectors from the center of the dot to each
corner dot.
The placement error is measured from a high-resolution closeup image of an array
of aligned particles at density ρ → 1, as shown in figure 2.13. The measurement
error can be estimated by remeasuring the same stationary arrangement of particles.
Positional uncertainty, primarily from variation in lighting and imaging, is 0.25 pixels.
For video frames with 600× 600 pixel resolution, this corresponds to 0.01s for lego
particles and 0.02s for printed particles. In still SLR images (used for the steady-state
structure measurements in sec. 3.2) at 2600 × 2600 pixel × pixel, this gives 0.002s
where s is the particle size. For all data, orientational uncertainty is dominated by
inaccuracy in marking the corner dot location, and is 0.02 rad for lego and 0.03
rad for printed particles, measured as the standard deviation of well-aligned array of
particles (e.g. fig. 2.13).
Figure 2.13. Distribution of angles in an array of 16 particles, all pointing in the
same direction.
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A combination of direct and diffuse lighting is used to illuminate the experimental
surface (fig. 2.14). Two LED flood bulbs are aimed obliquely at the particles. A
reflective diffuser provides fill lighting from behind in order to illuminate all the corner
dots.
Figure 2.14. Lighting setup. Two LED lamps simultaneously provide direct lighting
at an angle and indirect lighting off a reflecting diffuser behind the cell.
With video data of sufficiently fast frame rate, particles can be uniquely identified
and tracked and thus their displacements calculated. Between any two video frames,
the displacement is sufficiently smaller than the size of a particle, ∆x s. Therefore,
a particle can be associated with the particle in the previous frame nearest its current
location. It follows that the individual paths for each particle can be tracked, from
which mean squared displacement may be calculated. Square orientation can be
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measured over time to record the rotational dynamics of individual tiles. Over
timescales shorter than the angular diffusion timescale, tile orientation can be tracked
precisely, given that the typical change in orientation is small ∆θ < pi.
2.5.1.2 Image analysis
The image processing and analysis methods for detecting the dots were custom
developed in Python using the SciPy and NumPy libraries [75–77]. Large central dots
and small corner dots are detected independently, using the result of a convolution of
the raw image. The kernel for convolution has Gaussian intensity with mean zero and
standard deviation unity. The width of the Gaussian kernel is tuned to match the size
of the dot being measured, and sets the scale of small-scale noise to be smoothed. In
order to simultaneously eliminate large-scale objects or gradients, the Gaussian kernel
used has an integral of zero. Thus, within a large region of bright or dark, it returns
zero, while smaller regions are blurred so as to sufficiently reduce their magnitude.
The image is then segmented using a binary threshold, and segments are filtered based
on size, location, and eccentricity [78]. Corner dots are filtered by distance from the
nearest center dot during the orientation procedure.
The position and orientation of a particle in each video frame is resolved using this
Python-based tracking software [16,75,76,79]. The position (x, y) is measured to
sub-pixel resolution within the image frame as the intensity-weighted centroid of the
segment [78] corresponding to the marked particle. The orientation θ is the arctangent
of the mean of the displacement vectors from the center to two corners of the particle.
2.5.2 Tracking
Particle motions are captured by video imaging at a frame rate of 120 fps = 2.4f .
Every particle is marked with a central white dot to detect position ~r with a precision of
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0.02s; two or three smaller dots at the corner define the orientation θ of the propulsion
axis with a precision of 0.03 rad. The positions and orientations are tracked over
time to generate individual particle trajectories. Greater details may be found in the
documentation of the tracking codebase [75].
2.6 Computation
2.6.1 Correlating finite arrays
The correlation functions are calculated from the data as fast-Fourier-transform
convolutions [77] of single-particle trajectories. For some function f(t), our data is
represented as discrete and finite time-series Fi, where 0 ≤ i < n and t = i δt. Thus,
the correlation 〈f(t) g(0)〉, a function of t, becomes the time-series in i given by the
following average:
〈F |G〉 = 1
n− |i|
∑
j
Fj+iGj (2.1)
The limits of the sum, for i ≥ 0, run over 0 ≤ j < n − i, and otherwise over
−i ≤ j < n. Due to this i-dependence of the limits, although 〈(f(t)− f(0)) g(0)〉 =
〈f(t) g(0)〉 − 〈f(0) g(0)〉, for finite arrays 〈F0〉 6= 〈Fi〉. To account for this, we denote
the former term as 〈F 〉0 =
∑n−1−i
j=0 Fj/(n − i), and similarly the latter term as
〈F 〉f =
∑
j Fj+i/(n− i), which themselves are time-series in i.
The correlation functions as plotted in the main text are summed over the two
dimensions (i.e. the trace of the above expressions). Here we show one component
of each calculation, to which the complementary component with x→ y and cos→
sin should be added. Thus, the orientation autocorrelation (Eq. 4.11) for each
trajectory is simply 〈cos θ| cos θ〉. The displacement–orientation correlation (Eq. 4.15)
is 〈(x(t)− x(0)) cos θ(0)〉, which becomes 〈x| cos θ〉 − 〈x cos θ〉0. Finally, we calculate
the mean squared displacement (Eq. 4.23) as 〈x2〉0 − 2 〈x|x〉 + 〈x2〉f We perform
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the calculation in the body frame of the particle, giving the x part of the parallel
component as
〈
x2| cos2 θ
〉
+
〈
x2 cos2 θ
〉
0
−2
〈
x|x cos2 θ
〉
+〈xy| cos θ sin θ〉+〈xy cos θ sin θ〉0−2 〈x|y cos θ sin θ〉
2.6.2 Numerical derivatives
The velocities reported in the analysis are numerical time-derivatives of the measured
position and orientation. To calculate the derivative, position is convolved with the
derivative of a Gaussian kernel [77]. This is in principle equivalent to a first-order
difference combined with a Gaussian smoothing of the same width, because
d
dx
(f ∗ g) = df
dx
∗ g = f ∗ dg
dx
.
The width (standard deviation) of the Gaussian kernel is an adjustable parameter.
The kernel requires a correction to the standard normalization
(√
2piσ2
)−1
to ensure
the unity of its first moment ∑i i ki = 1. This gives the velocity effectively averaged
over a time ∆t = 2
√
3σ, where σ is the Gaussian’s standard deviation. The vibration
period 1/f sets the relevant physical timescale of the experiment, below which we
assume the dynamics are not relevant to the analysis. The video frame rate (120 Hz)
exceeds the vibration time scale (50 Hz), giving a time step δt = 1/(2.4f) between
position measurements. Thus, σ is chosen such that δt < ∆t < 1/f . All velocities
reported result from a kernel of width σ = 0.65 frames = 0.27/f .
2.6.3 Decay Timescales
To extract timescales from the decay of autocorrelations (chapters 3, 4) or order
parameters (chapter 5), we use an analogy with a mean lifetime calculation. That is, if
we consider some decaying parameter, ϕτ (t), for example, that has some characteristic
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timescale τ . We then attempt to extract the value of τ given a time series measurement
over some duration T , using the following functional:
τµ [ϕ(t)] =
∫ T
0 tϕ(t)dt∫ T
0 ϕ(t)dt
(2.2)
Note the analogy to the expectation value 〈t〉 given a probability distribution ϕτ (t).
However, they decaying function may not converge to zero at large t, but instead
fluctuate above zero (e.g., due to the finite number of particles in chapter 5). We make
an attempt to subtract these background fluctuations, nevertheless, (2.2) gives an
increasingly greater weight to fluctuations at later times, resulting in an undesirable
sensitivity to the background subtraction method and to the limit of integration T .
To avoid this, we use a “moment” metric that weighs all times equally and is thus less
sensitive to the background fluctuations:
τλ [ϕ(t)] =
∫ T
0 ϕ(t)dt
ϕ(0) (2.3)
Values for subtracting the background fluctuations are chosen as suitable for each
parameter. For the orientational order parameters Φ and Ψ in the melting crystallite
(chapter 5), a uniformly distributed set of N orientation angles results in an order
parameter with a finite mean and standard deviation, each proportional to N−1/2.
The coefficient is calculated numerically, and we find µ0
√
N = 0.8885. We take N
as the cluster size, and subtract this value from the order parameters. Finally, to
consistently select the time series duration T for the integral in (2.2, 2.3), we choose
the time at which the cluster size N(t) drops below a critical value. Unless otherwise
noted, we use N ≥ 16.
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CHAPTER 3
PHASES OF HARD SQUARES
Water, fire, air, and dirt! / Fucking magnets, how do they work?
And I don’t wanna talk to a scientist; / Y’all motherfuckers lyin’ and
gettin’ me pissed.
— Insane Clown Posse, “Miracles” Bang! Pow! Boom!
In this chapter, we consider the phases, as a function of density, of hard squares in
two dimensions. We study these phases experimentally with hard granular squares
energized by vibration, as described in chapter 2. This work began in pursuit of a test
bed with a delicate but distinct balance of anisotropies and rotational symmetries.
This chapter presents experimental observations of structure and translational and
rotational dynamics of the steady states of a system of vibrated hard granular squares.
Much of the content of this chapter has been published with N. Menon in J. Stat.
Mech. 2016, 083302 (2016) [16].
This study was motivated by the absence of experiments in the hard square limit,
as a means to clarify the lack of a clear consensus on the phases of hard squares
among prior work (sec. 1.3.1). Simulations predicted an intermediate liquid tetratic
phase with four-fold orientational order [13], but in an experiment, colloidal particles
formed a plastic-crystalline “hexagonal rotator” phase [14]. The distinction among
these phases is described below (sec. 3.1) and specified in tbl. 3.1. Simulated “squares”
without sharp corners reproduced some qualitative aspects of this phase diagram [15].
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The macroscopic nature of our experimental system gives us the advantage of precise
control over the particle properties (sec. 2.2.1), including shape [29,31,36,62]. This
allows us to achieve the limit of sufficiently sharp corners to accurately represent hard
squares [15]. Furthermore, we are interested in the individual particle dynamics, which
can be measured via experiment but are not captured by Monte Carlo simulation.
3.1 Characterizing the Phases
Due to their four-fold anisotropic shape, squares have a rotational degree of freedom
in addition to two translational degrees of freedom. In a large collection of squares,
each of these degrees of freedom can order independently. That is, the correlations
of particle orientation are independent of correlations of particle location and vice
versa. Therefore, the phases of squares in two dimensions will be defined by both the
absolute and relative degree of order in these modes.
In the following chapters, I distinguish between orientational order and translational
order : the former depends only on the orientation of individual particles and the latter
depends only on their location. Note that this differs from some uses of orientational
order to describe invariance under lattice rotations of certain angles, for example [20,25–
27]. A phase with stronger orientational order is indicated by longer correlation length
or higher global order with respect to particle orientation than particle location.
For various particle symmetries, examples of orientationally ordered phases include
nematic and tetratic liquid-crystalline phases. In contrast, greater translational order
than orientational indicates a phase with translational order, such as the hexagonal
packing found in isotropic disks [80].
We measure the order primarily in two ways: order parameters and correlation
functions. An order parameter quantifies the degree of global order among all particles.
Correlation functions measure the decay of order between particles over separation
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distance. Their functional form and length scale give information on the spatial extent
of order: exponential decay indicates short-range order, which has a characteristic
decay length scale, whereas algebraic (power-law) decay indicates quasi-long-range
order with no characteristic length scale. True long-range order is difficult to measure
in a finite system [23], as it is difficult to distinguish from short-range order whose
length scale reaches the system size. Furthermore, true long-range order may not exist
at all in two dimensions for some types of order [20]. Our system size is necessarily
small, though comparable to previous simulations and experiments [13–15,37]. As a
result, transitions are rounded off due to finite number, and correlations are truncated
by the boundary.
Table 3.1. Potential phases from combinations of translational, bond-, and molecular
orientational order. “—” indicates short-range order with exponentially decaying
spatial correlations; “X” indicates quasi-long-range order with algebraic decay.
Molec. Bond Transl. Phase
— — — isotropic gas/liquid
X — — nematic-like liquid crystal
— X — hexatic-like liquid crystal
X X — tetratic
— X X plastic crystal (rotator)
X X X square crystal
3.2 Structure
In this section, we study the emergence of ordered phases by capturing static images
of the system over a range of densities. Density is controlled by setting the number of
particles, is corrected to exclude particles aligned with cell wall, and has an uncertainty
of ±0.005 (sec. 2.2.2). The images were taken at time intervals long enough compared
to typical diffusion times to obtain statistically independent configurations of the
particles (sec. 2.5). We characterize spatial order with order parameters and correlation
functions computed from particle positions and orientations.
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3.2.1 Positional Order
3.2.1.1 Radial distribution function
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Figure 3.1. The radial distribution function g(r) at various densities. The spatial
range of translational order increases with density. Inset: Detail of the nearest
peaks, rescaled by density to show the evolution of square structure as the density
is increased. Vertical lines mark 1,
√
2, 2,
√
5, and 3 times the average inter-peak
spacing. The developing peaks and shoulders near
√
2 and
√
5 indicate the emergence
of square-crystalline order around densities ρ & 0.78.
Translational order can be quantified by the isotropic radial distribution function g(r),
which gives the probability density of finding two particles separated by distance r.
We compute this function for a range of densities, shown in figure 3.1. At low density,
we see the signature of a liquid phase, with smooth oscillating peaks decaying quickly
to the value of the mean density. As density increases, we observe sharper and
taller peaks; the peaks are asymmetric, with sharp lower bounds at integer values
of r/`, which correspond to particle separation in a perfect square packing. At high
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Figure 3.2. Fits to g(r) peaks. The decay shape of the peak envelope for g(r)
shows the extent of translational order. Shown are the peaks from g(r) with fits to
exponential (left) and power-law (right) decay functions. Curves of different density
are vertically offset by a factor of 3 for clarity; the lowest curve has no offset.
densities (ρ & 0.78), a shoulder and then a new peak begins to form near r/` =
√
2
corresponding to the second-nearest neighbor distance in a square crystal.
The characteristic length of translational order can be determined from the functional
form and length scale of the decay envelope of g(r). Short-range order is associated
with exponential decay e−r/L, while quasi-long-range order is indicated by algebraic
decay r−n. We extract the peaks from g(r), and plot them with fits to both exponential
and algebraic decay functions in figure 3.2. At densities of 0.76 and higher, exponential
decay clearly underestimates correlations at large r/`. At the two lowest densities
shown (ρ = 0.72, 0.73), the power law overestimates the correlations, which have a
pronounced downward curvature over all r. It is difficult to unambiguously identify a
transition density; however, from examination of quality of fits, our best estimate for the
transition from short-range to quasi-long-range translational order is ρ ≈ 0.76± 0.01.
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3.2.1.2 Bond-orientational order
A subtler form of spatial ordering can be studied by measuring the angles of the
“bonds” connecting the centers of pairs of neighboring particles. (The bond angle θjk
does not depend on the orientation of individual particles, as illustrated in the inset
diagram in figure 3.3, left). The global bond-orientational order parameter measures
m-fold lattice orientation symmetry, and is given by:
Ψm =
∣∣∣∣〈eimθjk〉jk
∣∣∣∣ (3.1)
where θjk is the bond angle of neighboring particles j and k. The average is calculated
over all neighboring pairs; for m = 4, neighbors are the four nearest particles, and
for m = 6, neighbors are given by the Delaunay triangulation. Ψm are shown in
figure 3.3 (left). We find that Ψ6 remains near zero for all densities, indicating the
absence of hexagonal order; thus the hexagonal rotator phase previously observed in
colloidal squares [14] is not found for hard squares. On the other hand, Ψ4 shows a
marked increase in square symmetry as density increases.
The preceding observations of the translational degrees of freedom indicate the onset
of translational order near ρ & 0.76, which follows four-fold bond-orientational order at
lower densities. In the next section, we report molecular orientational order, followed
by a discussion of spatial correlations of both positional and orientational order.
3.2.2 Orientational order
3.2.2.1 Molecular orientational order
The “molecular” orientation of the individual particles is given by the angle γi of the
tile, illustrated in the inset diagram in figure 3.3 (right). Global orientational order of
the system is given by the molecular orientational order parameter:
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Figure 3.3. Order Parameters. Left: The bond-orientational order parameter Ψm
for both m = 4 and m = 6. Inset diagram defines the bond angle θ. We see a clear
increase in four-fold bond angle order with none for six-fold order, indicating an
approach toward square order with no evidence for the hexagonal rotator phase at
any density. Right: The molecular orientational order parameters Φ4 and ∆4. Inset
diagram defines the particle orientation angle γ. Both parameters show a parallel
increase in four-fold orientational (tetratic) order, indicating a phase with stronger
orientational order than translational order.
Φm =
∣∣∣〈eimγi〉
i
∣∣∣ (3.2)
where m = 4 is the rotational symmetry and the average is taken over all particles i.
We find that Φ4 begins increasing above the noise at densities in the range 0.64 to 0.68
with a marked rise above ρ & 0.72 (figure 3.3, right). This indicates an increase in
global tetratic (four-fold orientational) order, analogous to nematic (two-fold) order.
A different, local measure of orientational alignment is the distribution of orientation
differences between neighboring particles, as defined through a Delaunay triangulation.
The width of this distribution is the normalized standard deviation of these angle
differences:
∆m = 1−
√
12
pi/2
√〈
(δγij)2
〉
{i,j}
where δγij is the smallest angle between the orientations (measured modulo 2pi/m) of
neighboring particles i and j, and the average is over all such pairs. The values of ∆4
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Figure 3.4. Order Parameter Variances. The variances over time of the order
parameters shown in figure 3.3. The peak in the variance indicates the existence
of a phase transition. This occurs simultaneously at density ρOc = 0.72 for both
orientational and translational order, but the peak for orientational is stronger. The
curves are best fits to |ρ− ρOc |−η, from which we extract the transition density. This
indicates a coupling during this transition of these two degrees of freedom, dominated
by orientational order.
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agree with the global orientational parameter Φ4 as shown in figure 3.3, reflecting the
concurrent emergence of local and global orientational alignment.
Bond- and molecular orientational order begin to appear at similar densities and grow
at comparable rates. However, both grow smoothly, so to better pin down the transition
densities, we consider the order parameter variances. This measures the susceptibility
and is expected to diverge at the transition, regardless its order [15,23,81,82]. For both
the bond- and molecular orientation, the ensemble variances in the order parameters
show a peak as a function of density (figure 3.4). We fit the form |ρ− ρOc |−η to the
peaks in δΨ2 and δΦ2, and obtain the same value for critical density ρOc = 0.72 for
both parameters, indicating a coupling between the translational and orientational
degrees of freedom. The power-law exponent for the divergence from the fits are
ηΦ = 0.80 and ηΨ = 0.77; we are not aware of any predictions for a critical exponent
in this system. This coupling may come from the geometric interdependency between
position and orientation in the pair interaction potential [13,83–85]
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Figure 3.5. Correlation functions of the order parameters. The correlation functions
for bond orientation gψm(r) (left) and particle orientation gφm(r) (right). Curves of
different density are vertically offset by a factor of 2 for clarity; the lowest curve has
no offset. We find that bond orientation correlation has a lower amplitude and decays
more quickly than the particle orientation correlation.
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We measure the spatial extent of the above types of order by computing the associated
correlation functions. The form of the decay of each correlation function allows us
to distinguish between short-range order and quasi-long-range order; the former is
characterized by exponential decay and the latter by algebraic decay.
The extent of molecular orientational order is described by:
gφm(r) = 〈cosm (γi − γj)〉rij=r
where the average is taken over all pairs separated by distance r. This correlation is
shown in figure 3.5, left. We find that exponential fits underestimate the correlation
for densities above ρ ≈ 0.73.
We compare this to the correlation function for the bond-orientational order parame-
ter ψm, given by:
gψm(r) = 〈ψ∗m(rj)ψm(rk)〉rij=r
Here ψm(ri) is the bond-orientational order parameter calculated for the neighbors
of particle i. The average is taken over all pairs separated by distance r. The form
of this correlation (figure 3.5, right) matches that of gφ(r), but has lower amplitude,
consistent with the respective order parameters. We observe significantly smaller
oscillations in gφ(r) compared with gψ(r). This indicates that bond-orientational order
is weak at positions incompatible with square-crystalline order, i.e., at valleys in g(r),
while molecular orientational order is less sensitive to position.
3.2.2.2 Binder cumulant
To identify the transition from short- to quasi-long-range molecular orientational order,
we use the Binder cumulant [23,86] of the order parameter:
UL = 1− 〈Φ
4
L〉
3 〈Φ2L〉2
(3.3)
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Figure 3.6. To distinguish between short-range order (exponential decay) and quasi-
long-range order (algebraic decay), we use the Binder cumulant UL, shown versus
subsystem size L at left where color indicates density, and versus packing fraction at
right, where color indicates L.
where ΦL is the four-fold molecular orientational order parameter Φ4 as defined in
(3.2), but here it is calculated over subsystems of the entire system with a linear
size L. The brackets indicate an average over all subsystems of size L. This value is
expected to depend on L away from the transition point, but should intersect at ρc.
At high densities, well above the transition, UL for all L should approach a common
asymptote of 2/3, the limit of long-range order. Figure 3.6 shows UL intersect near
ρ = 0.8 and do approach 2/3 asymptote beyond. However, the poor resolution of our
data here prevents us from making conclusions about the nature of the intersection at
ρc and behavior away from the transition, both of which would indicate the order of
the transition [23].
3.3 Dynamics
In order to further probe transitions in orientational and translational order, we study
the freezing of the corresponding dynamical degrees of freedom. The rotational and
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translational dynamics of particles reflect the constraints imposed by the spatial order
in a phase.
3.3.1 Mean squared displacement
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Figure 3.7. Mean Squared Displacement (in units of particle size `) versus time (in
units of vibration periods 1/f). Particle motion at densities ranging from 0.03 to 0.70
shows diffusive behavior at low densities with a decreasing coefficient of diffusion. At
densities above 0.30, motion is not diffusive at short times, becoming diffusive only
after approximately tf ≈ 102 vibration periods. Inverse Coefficient of Diffusion (inset):
Fits for coefficient of diffusion DT are made to data for tf > 500.
We track the locations ~x(t) and orientations θ(t) of particles as a function of time,
from which we compute the mean squared displacement:
∆~x2(t) =
〈
[~xi(t0 + t)− ~xi(t0)]2
〉
t0,i
where the average is taken over initial times t0 and all particles i. The mean squared
angular displacement is defined similarly:
∆θ2(t) =
〈
[θi(t0 + t)− θi(t0)]2
〉
t0,i
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Figure 3.8. Mean Squared Angular Displacement, with time shown in units of
vibration periods 1/f . Particle motion at densities ranging from 0.03 to 0.70 shows
diffusive behavior at low densities with a decreasing coefficient of diffusion. The mean
squared angular displacement is diffusive at short times, but at long times rotational
motion is super-diffusive. Inverse Coefficient of Angular Diffusion (inset): Fits for
coefficient of angular diffusion DR are made to data for tf < 100.
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From each mean squared displacement, translational and rotational, we obtain the
coefficients of diffusion DT and DR by fitting a power law of the form Dt to the data
within the diffusive regime (figures 3.7 and 3.8). As density is increased, diffusion
is slowed by collisions with neighboring particles. Both coefficients decrease with
increasing density, as shown in the plots of 1/D in the insets of figures 3.7 and 3.8.
At higher densities, particles are caged for a short time scale, yielding a sub-diffusive
regime before the long-time behavior becomes diffusive.1
3.3.2 Diffusion
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Figure 3.9. Coefficients of Translational and Rotational Diffusion. Left: The
coefficients plotted on a log-log scale versus ρc − ρ, showing power-law divergence.
The values ρRc = 0.72 and ρTc = 0.78 are determined by best fit to |ρ− ρc|−1. Right:
the ratio of rotational to translational diffusion DR/DT falls from its dilute limit
as the density is increased, indicating a relative freezing of rotation compared with
translation.
1At very long times, we observe super-diffusive behavior, which results from a weak preference for
one direction or the other in some particles. Rotation is unbiased when averaged over all particles.
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As the density approaches a critical value, the behavior of the diffusion coefficients
is consistent with a power law, shown plotted against ρ − ρc in figure 3.9, left. To
quantify the difference between translational and orientational dynamics, we compare
the coefficients of diffusion DT and DR as functions of increasing density. The
rotational diffusion slows first as the density approaches a critical density and the
rotational time diverges (see figure 3.8 inset, and figure 3.9 left). We calculate the
critical density by fitting a power-law divergence to the peak of the form |ρ− ρc|−η.
The exponent is taken to be η = 1 by good agreement with the data (figure 3.9).
Fitting for critical density yields ρRc = 0.72, which coincides with the density ρOc
at which the variance of the orientational order parameters peak (figure 3.4). The
translational diffusion similarly freezes at ρTc = 0.78, coinciding with the emergence of
square crystalline signatures in g(r) (figure 3.1).
The behavior of the dynamics begins to develop at lower densities than the transition
densities discussed here. This can be seen in the ratio DR/DT as a function of density,
shown in figure 3.9, right. At low densities, this ratio remains constant, even as both
coefficients continually decrease, until roughly ρ ≈ 0.5, at which point the rotational
diffusion is suppressed more quickly. This is a weak but early indicator for the onset
of orientational order, and is consistent with the early growth of the order parameters
(figure 3.3).
3.3.3 Order-parameter autocorrelation time
A timescale for dynamics associated with the two types of order can be determined by
calculating the time autocorrelation of each of the order parameters Φ(t) and Ψ(t).
For each order parameter, autocorrelation is calculated as F (t) = 〈f(t0)f(t0 + t)〉t0
averaged over t0. This yields an approximately exponential decay with a characteristic
decay time scale, which is calculated as τAC =
∑
i F (ti), calculated over all times for
which correlation is above the noise floor. The autocorrelation decay time, as a function
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Figure 3.10. The order parameter autocorrelation times for molecular orientational
order Φ, above with peak at ρ = 0.70; and bond angle Ψ, below, with peak at ρ = 0.76
of density, exhibits a peak near the expected transition, as shown in figure 3.10. We
find evidence for a transition in the molecular orientation at a slightly lower density,
ρ ≈ 0.70, than for the bond angle, at ρ ≈ 0.76
3.4 Conclusion
We find a progression from an isotropic disordered fluid at low density, through a fluid
with orientational order, arriving at a solid with both orientational and translational
order. The intermediate orientational order is tetratic, in which bond- and molecular-
orientational order are coupled and each has four-fold symmetry. Neither hexagonal
rotator nor rhombic phases are seen, despite their recent observation by [14]. The static
structure analysis gives qualitative agreement with Monte Carlo simulations [13,15].
We also present new results on the dynamics of particles as a function of density. We
find that rotational diffusion is suppressed relative to translational diffusion in the
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approach to the tetratic phase. At still higher densities, the transition to the solid is
accompanied by the loss of translational diffusion.
In our system of vibrated hard squares, increasing density gives rise to an increasing
degree of order in the particle positions and orientations. At low density, packings
are positionally and orientationally isotropic. Increasing density first leads to tetratic
orientational order in the range 0.72 . ρ . 0.77. This phase is characterized by
quasi-long-range, four-fold order in particle orientation with short-range translational
order. With further increases in density, beyond ρ ≈ 0.77, the system tends toward
a quasi-long-range translationally ordered square phase. No evidence is found for
hexagonal positional order at any density.
Table 3.2. Order and densities of the observed phases. Phase boundary between
tetratic and square crystal estimated at ρ = 0.76 by g(r) decay and ρ = 0.78 by
translational diffusion DT .
Molec. Bond Transl. Phase Density range
— — — isotropic fluid 0.00–0.72
X — — 4-fold nematic-like —
— X — 4-fold hexatic-like —
X X — tetratic 0.72–0.77
— X X plastic crystal (rotator) —
X X X square crystal 0.77–1.00
Bond-orientational order, determined by particle positions alone, increases in the
same density range where molecular-orientational order sets in, though with smaller
amplitude and shorter-ranged correlations. Though these are distinct kinds of order
in independent degrees of freedom, their coexistence is not surprising because position
and orientation are not separable in the pair interaction [83–85].
To our knowledge, this is the first experimental study of the hard-square phase diagram
in the limit of sharp corners. This granular system displays a sequence of phases
consistent with equilibrium Monte Carlo simulations reported in [15] and [13]. As
in those studies, the limited system size restricts structural analysis and smooths
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out transitions, making it difficult to pinpoint transition densities or study critical
behaviour. However, measurements of the dynamics of the system—inaccessible by
Monte Carlo—strengthen the evidence for the sequence of phases. In particular, the
ratio of translational and rotational diffusion constants serves as a useful tool to show
that orientational freezing precedes translational freezing.
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CHAPTER 4
NOISE AND DIFFUSION OF A SELF-PROPELLED
GRAIN
‘What is that noise?’
The wind under the door.
‘What is that noise now? What is the wind doing?’
Nothing again nothing.
— The Waste Land, II. “A Game of Chess”
He pokes along; he’s in no haste:
He has no map and no suitcase;
He has no worries and no woes,
For where he is is where he goes.
— Wendell Berry, “The Terrapin”
This chapter covers experimental measurements of single-particle dynamics in a system
of vibrated self-propelled granular matter. We consider the parameters of motion
at the levels of short-time noise as well as long-time persistent trajectories. This
work is inspired by the many nonequilibrium collective dynamics observed in active
matter systems [9,46]. These collective effects arise in noisy systems wherein particles
with a persistent polar propulsion also undergo diffusive motion. Experimentally, self-
propelled particles can be studied in a well-controlled system using vibrated granular
matter [10–12,55]. Theoretically, single-particle models such as the active Brownian
particle (ABP) model show the emergence of collective effects [17,47,56–61]. Much of
the research presented in this chapter was done in collaboration with coauthors C.G.
Wagner, S. Schlossberg, C. Olson, A. Baskaran, and N. Menon, and is published in
Soft Matter 13, 8964 (2017) [19].
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4.1 Noise and Self-propulsion
Self-propulsion in granular particles arises from different physical considerations than
in other soft and living systems. The model assumes the diffusion and self-propulsion to
be independent physical processes, but this distinction cannot be made for a granular
particle. Here, both the propulsion and the noise share the same non-thermal origin.
In a two-dimensional granular fluid, dynamics are driven by a vibrating boundary
which energizes particles via collisions in the vertical direction. These collisions act as
a source of high-frequency noise that leads to diffusion in the other two dimensions [63].
Particles with anisotropy in shape [36,64–66] or other properties [12,67,68] will also be
preferentially propelled along a body-fixed axis by the collisions. Further, collisions
are locked to the deterministic vibrations of the plate. This could lead to temporal or
spatial correlations of the noise, as well as a non-thermal noise spectrum [69,70].
In this chapter, we seek to quantify single-particle motion in a vibrated granular
system and to test the theoretical paradigm of active matter in this setting. To do
so, we measure the noise-driven short-time motion and check the assumptions of the
ABP model. We then compare the mean long-time motion with the predictions of
the model. We show that model parameters derived from the short- and long-time
measurements are self-consistent. To test the robustness of our results, we have carried
out this procedure on combinations of various particle designs and vibration settings.
More generally, we present a template for systematically relating observed short- and
long-time motion to each other and to the predictions of the active Brownian particle
model, not just in granular matter but in other active particle systems as well.
4.2 The Active Brownian Particle Model
In the simplest version of the ABP model, the center-of-mass velocity of an object
is the sum of two contributions, a constant velocity v0 directed along a body-fixed
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orientation nˆ, and a translational noise ~η:
~˙r(t) = v0nˆ(t) + ~η(t) (4.1)
This is accompanied by rotation of nˆ =
(
cos θ
sin θ
)
driven by a noise term ξ:
θ˙(t) = ξ(t) (4.2)
The translational and rotational noise terms are Gaussian with zero mean, no spatial
or temporal correlations, and variances 2DT and 2DR, respectively. Thus the short-
time dynamics are fully characterized by three parameters, DR, DT , and v0, which
determine the statistical behaviour of the particle over longer times. An equivalent
parameterization can be given in terms of the two diffusion coefficients and a persistence
length `p = v0/DR. We have constructed various particles with quantitatively different
designs to control the values of the parameters v0, DR, and DT , and measured the
properties of their noise behavior.
4.3 Results and Discussion
By tuning the particle design parameters, along with the confining gap and the
vibration amplitude, we gain some control over the parameters of motion. In the
discussion below, we have exploited this flexibility to test the quantitative predictions of
the active Brownian particle model for six distinct configurations. Each configuration
is a different combination of: (i) two variations in the particle design, with different
slopes of the beveled nose: particle a has slope 69°, b has slope 73°; and (ii) three
values of peak vibrational acceleration: Γ = 10g, 15g, and 20g. We have taken data
at low density for each configuration. In this section, we first discuss the short-time
dynamics of the noise, followed by the long-time mean behavior, and conclude with a
comparison between the two.
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4.3.1 Characterization of noise
4.3.1.1 Distribution of the velocity
To directly characterize the noise generated by particle-substrate collisions, we measure
the translational and rotational velocity at a short timescale, comparable to one
oscillation time period. Recall that the ABP model assumes that the noise terms are
Gaussian-distributed and uncorrelated over space and time.
〈ξ(t, ri) ξ(t′, rj)〉 = 2DRδ(t− t′)δ(ri − rj) (4.3)
〈~ηα(t, ri) ~ηβ(t′, rj)〉 = 2DT δ(t− t′)δ(ri − rj)δαβ (4.4)
These velocity components are calculated from the numerical derivative of the orien-
tation and position of the particle (sec. 2.6.2). The translational velocity is resolved
into a longitudinal r˙‖ and a transverse r˙⊥ component, parallel and perpendicular to nˆ,
respectively.
Histograms for the velocities are shown in fig. 4.1. The distributions all show a single
peak, and no long tails. The moments from these distributions characterize the noise
parameters: the variances provide values for the diffusion constants, and the mean of
the longitudinal velocity is the short-time measurement for v0.
The ABP model assumes noise to come from purely Gaussian distributions with zero
mean (excepting longitudinal velocity with mean v0), zero skewness, and zero excess
kurtosis. Higher moments of the data show small deviations from a pure Gaussian
distribution. These violate the assumptions of the minimal ABP models, but in our
system we show that they neither modify the qualitative (sec. 4.3.3) nor quantitative
(sec. 4.3.4) behavior of the model predictions, nor does it implicate any correlations
within the noise (sec. 4.3.1.3).
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Figure 4.1. The noise is characterized by the distribution of short-time (a) rotational
ξ and (b) translational displacements, the latter resolved parallel η‖ and perpendicular
η⊥ to the motility axis nˆ. The mean of η‖ determines the model parameter v0, and
the variances of ξ and η are used to estimate DR and DT . When compared with
the Gaussian distribution (solid line) assumed in the minimal ABP model, N(η‖)
shows some negative skewness. The autocorrelation of (c) rotational noise decays
with timescale τ , while the autocorrelation of (d) the translational noise is sufficiently
short-lived to be consistent with the model assumption that the noise is δ-correlated.
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To clarify the variation and consistency of the distributions, we show data from all
configurations overlaid in fig. 4.2, and we report in tbl. 4.1 the moments of the three
velocity distributions for all six experimental configurations. The most substantial
and consistent deviation from Gaussian is the skewness of the longitudinal velocity,
which shows an excess of velocities below v0.
This skewness suggests that forward steps beyond some scale are inhibited, thus
suppressing the v > v0 tail. Some of our experimental configurations also show excess
kurtosis in the rotational velocity. This brings to mind the behavior of a run-and-tumble
particle, which spends much of its “runs” with negligible rotational velocity, but takes
“tumbles” at a uniform distribution of rotations over 0 to 2pi. Together, these result in
a rotational “distribution” of high kurtosis, yet it yields equivalent diffusive trajectories
and collective behaviors [87,88]. The critical common feature of these two models is
independent and uncorrelated diffusion of the particle orientation [87,88]. Although
the rotational dynamics of our system are not independent of the self-propulsion, we
do observe diffusive rotational motion (fig. 4.6(a); sec. 4.3.2.1).
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Figure 4.2. Histograms for all six experimental configurations. Left panel shows
rotational velocity, middle panel shows transverse velocity, and the right panel shows
longitudinal velocity. Units are given in terms of the respective coefficients of diffusion.
We can tune the values of the moments of these distributions to a limited extent by
varying the peak vibrational acceleration Γ. The vibration frequency only rescales
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the times, so we hold it fixed for the present data. The results of the self-propulsion
parameters’ dependence on vibration is shown in fig. 4.3. Since this was not the major
focus of our study, we only studied three values of Γ for the two particle designs.
Nonetheless, some trends are clear: the persistence length (`p = v0/DR) monotonically
increases with Γ. The change in `p is dominated by change in DR, while the value
of v0 appears to be unaffected by Γ.
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Figure 4.3. Self-propulsion parameters as vibration intensity Γ is varied. From
left to right: rotational diffusion DR, self-propulsion velocity v0, persistence length
`p = v0/DR, and translational diffusion DT . Note the diffusion coefficients can be
tuned somewhat by varying the vibration intensity, but the velocity must be modified
by other means (we have used particle geometry).
4.3.1.2 Velocity autocorrelation
The autocorrelations of the rotational and translational velocities show only very
short time correlations (see fig. 4.1). The longest-lived autocorrelation is that of the
rotational motion, whose decay time τ is on the order of the vibration period 1/f .
We incorporate this small but finite correlation time [65] into the ABP model as an
exponential correlation in the rotational noise:
〈ξ(t) ξ(t′)〉 = DR
τ
e−|t−t
′|/τ . (4.5)
The decay times for the autocorrelations of the translational velocity are consistently
shorter than one vibration period, with a mean of 0.77/f , which we take to be
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effectively delta-correlated. Furthermore, we verify that there are no significant
cross-correlations between rotational and longitudinal noise and between the two
components of translational noise (sec. 4.3.1.3).
4.3.1.3 Noise cross-correlations
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Figure 4.4. Velocity–velocity cross-correlations in the noise. Shown are rotational–
longitudinal
〈
ξ2(t) v‖(0)
〉
and transverse–longitudinal
〈
v2⊥(t) v‖(0)
〉
velocities, normal-
ized by the uncorrelated mean values. Note that the rotational noise shows some
correlation with the longitudinal velocity at a timescale t < τ ; whereas we observe no
systematic cross-correlation between the two components of the translational velocities.
Skewness and kurtosis in the noise distributions can be interpreted as arising either
from a truly non-Gaussian distribution, or from correlations between two sources
which add to an effective term, for example v‖ = v0 + η‖. Therefore, we directly
compute the cross-correlations between the noise components: between rotational
and longitudinal, and between transverse and longitudinal. One example is shown in
figure 4.4. We find that the cross-correlations are short-lived with a timescale less than
τ ; and small in magnitude, less than 10% of the auto-correlations in each component.
4.3.1.4 Spatial inter-particle correlations
Spatial noise correlations between particles could lead to more complex collective
behaviors not accounted for by minimal models such as the ABP. In this section, we
show that despite the highly correlated nature of the noise source over space as well
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as time, we find no significant spatial correlations between particles. We compute
interparticle spatial correlations as a function of particle separation distance, which
do not persist beyond steric interactions. Thus the nonrandom and highly correlated
motion of the plate does not induce correlations between particles.
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Figure 4.5. Spatial inter-particle velocity–velocity correlations in the noise. Shown
are rotational (ξ, in units of rad2f 2) and translational (in units of s2f 2) velocity in
both the lab (vx, vy) and body (η‖ and η⊥) frame, plotted as a function of center–
center separation between pairs of particles. Due to the square shape of the particles,
corner–corner contact occurs at a separation of r ≈ √2s (vertical line) while face–face
contact is at r = s.
Here we look at the spatially dependent correlations between the noise in two particles.
We seek a function of distance averaged over all pairs of particles separated by that
distance, that is Cs(r) = 〈fi(ri) ∗ fj(rj)〉 where the average is over all particle pairs
i and j such that |ri − rj| = r. Each distance for this function is sampled by the
encounters between all pairs of particles during a given run.
The experimental data clearly demonstrate that correlations in the driving force
do not generate significant spatial correlations between particles. Fig. 4.5 shows
velocity–velocity radial correlations
〈
~˙ri(t) ~˙rj(t)
〉
as a function of the pair separation
distance r. The average is over time and all particle pairs i and j separated by
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center–center distance r = |~ri − ~rj|. We calculate these correlations in the rotational
and translational velocity in both the lab and body frames. In several components of
the velocity, correlations due to steric interactions appear at closest contact (r = s)
and, due to the square particle shape, persist toward the furthest reach of interactions
at the corner–corner contact r ≈ √2s. Beyond this range, correlations vanish in all
velocity components.
4.3.2 Correlation Functions
We turn to characterizing the longer-term motions of the particles, via three correlation
functions built from the observed ~r(t) and nˆ(t). These data are compared to functions
obtained from integrating the active Brownian particle model over time and averaging
over the noise distribution. Some of these or similar functions have been measured
before [63,89], but here we perform a sequence of fits to each one of the three pertinent
ABP model parameters. We show correlation functions and fits in fig. 4.6 for one of
our experimental configurations. But first, we cover the calculation of the three mean
trajectories of an active Brownian particle, using the model as defined by equations
(4.1, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5). In the following derivations, brackets 〈〉 indicate an average
over the distribution of noise. When applied to experimental data, they indicate
correlation by averaging over initial time. For more details on the computation, see
sec. 2.6.1.
4.3.2.1 Orientation autocorrelation
We first study the trajectory of a single particle with initial orientation θ0 = θ(0).
Because the rotational noise is Gaussian with zero mean, the following identity holds:
〈cosnθ(t)〉 = cosnθ0 exp
[
−n
2
2
〈
∆θ(t)2
〉]
, (4.6)
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and likewise for 〈sinnθ(t)〉. Here n may be any integer, and 〈∆θ(t)2〉 is the second
cumulant of the angular displacement:
〈
∆θ(t)2
〉
=
∫ t
0
∫ t
0
〈ξ(s) ξ(s′)〉 ds ds′. (4.7)
Substituting from (4.5), we find:
〈
∆θ(t)2
〉
= DR
τ
∫ t
0
[∫ s′
0
e−(s
′−s)/τds+
∫ t
s′
e−(s−s
′)/τds
]
ds′ (4.8)
= 2DRt− 2DRτ
(
1− e−t/τ
)
. (4.9)
Returning to (4.6), and averaging over initial orientations θ0, we obtain the correlator:
〈cos θ cos θ0〉 = 12 exp
[
−DRt+DRτ
(
1− e−t/τ
)]
, (4.10)
and likewise for 〈sin θ sin θ0〉. In terms of nˆ, we have:
〈nˆα(t) nˆβ(0)〉 = δαβ2 exp
[
−DRt+DRτ
(
1− e−t/τ
)]
. (4.11)
4.3.2.2 Displacement–orientation correlation
These results immediately enable us to solve for the displacement–orientation correla-
tion:
〈~rα(t)〉 =
∫ t
0
v0 〈cos θ(s)〉 ds+
∫ t
0
〈~η(s)〉 ds (4.12)
=
∫ t
0
v0 cos θ0 exp
[
−DRs+DRτ
(
1− e−s/τ
)]
ds+ 0. (4.13)
Averaging over initial orientations, we obtain:
〈~rα(t) nˆβ(0)〉 = δαβ v02
∫ t
0
exp
[
−DRs+DRτ
(
1− e−s/τ
)]
ds. (4.14)
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For DRτ  1, we neglect the double exponential term and evaluate the integral to
get:
〈~rα(t) nˆβ(0)〉 ' v02DR e
DRτ
(
1− e−DRt
)
δαβ (4.15)
4.3.2.3 Mean squared displacement
For mean squared displacement, we again integrate to get:
〈
[x(t)− x(0)]2
〉
= v20
∫ t
0
∫ t
0
〈cos θ(s) cos θ(s′)〉 ds ds′+
∫ t
0
∫ t
0
〈~η(s) ~η(s′)〉 ds ds′. (4.16)
Note that the cross-terms vanish because cos θ(t) and ~η(t) are independent random
variables, and 〈~η(t)〉 = 0. The latter integral is straightforward, giving 2DT t. We
evaluate the first by the following reasoning from probability theory. Supposing s > s′,
we write:
〈cos θ(s) cos θ(s′)〉 = 〈cos θ(s′) 〈cos θ(s)| cos θ(s′)〉〉 (4.17)
where 〈cos θ(s)| cos θ(s′)〉 denotes the average of cos θ(s) given the (sharp) initial value
of cos θ(s′). This quantity may be evaluated using the results of the previous sections,
as follows:
〈cos θ(s)| cos θ(s′)〉 = cos θ(s′) exp
[
−DR(s− s′) +DRτ
(
1− e−(s−s′)/τ
)]
; (4.18)
〈cos θ(s) cos θ(s′)〉 =
〈
cos2 θ(s′)
〉
exp
[
−DR(s− s′) +DRτ
(
1− e−(s−s′)/τ
)]
; (4.19)〈
cos2 θ(s′)
〉
= 12 +
1
2 〈cos 2θ(s
′)〉 (4.20)
= 12 +
1
2 cos 2θ0 exp
[
−4DRs′ + 4DRτ
(
1− e−s′/τ
)]
. (4.21)
The analogous expression for s′ > s is obtained by swapping s and s′. Now, to
render the integral in (4.16) tractable, we again neglect the double exponential piece.
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Substituting into (4.16) and averaging over θ0, we obtain:
〈
[x(t)− x(0)]2
〉
=
(
v0
DR
)2
eτDR
(
e−DRt − 1 +DRt
)
+ 2DT t (4.22)
We sum over spatial dimensions to obtain the total mean squared displacement:
〈
[~r(t)− ~r(0)]2
〉
= 2
(
v0
DR
)2
eτDR
(
e−DRt − 1 +DRt
)
+ 4DT t. (4.23)
A new characteristic timescale appears, DT/v20, which marks the transition from
translational diffusion to ballistic motion. Expanding the exponential in (4.23) around
short time t 1/DR yields mean squared displacement:
v20e
DRτ t2 + 4DT t. (4.24)
4.3.2.4 Transverse MSD scaling
Finally, we consider the longitudinal (‖) and transverse (⊥) components of the mean
squared displacement (MSD), in the body frame of the particle. To calculate the
MSD in this frame, we take the expression for 〈[x(t)− x(0)]2〉 prior to any averaging
over θ0. The longitudinal component then corresponds to θ0 = 0, and transverse to
θ0 = pi/2. This gives:
MSD‖⊥ = `2peτDR
(
DRt− 1 + e−DRt ± 112e
4τDr
(
e−4DRt − 4e−DRt + 3
))
+ 2DT t.
(4.25)
The short-time expansion for t 1/DR
MSD‖⊥ ≈ `2peDRτ
(1
2
(
1± e4τDR
)
D2Rt
2 − 16
(
1± 5e4τDR
)
D3Rt
3
)
+ 2DT t (4.26)
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indicates that in the transverse direction, the ballistic regime is suppressed; the ballistic
term (quadratic in time) vanishes for uncorrelated white noise (τ = 0), but survives
for colored noise (τ > 0).
4.3.3 Long-time Diffusion and Motility
We now turn to measuring the correlations in our data, and fitting the above functions
(4.11,4.15,4.23) to the observed trajectories.
4.3.3.1 Fitting
First we detail the process used to determine the model parameters from fitting
the correlation functions. The three correlation functions: orientation autocorrela-
tion (4.11), orientation–displacement (4.15), and mean squared displacement (4.23)
depend, respectively, on one (DR), two (DR and `p), and three (DR, `p, and DT )
parameters. Thus, we introduce one new parameter to each fit in the sequence. In
the primary sequence, we fit each function with a single free parameter, fixing any
other parameters to their values from the previous fit. In some cases, better fits may
be obtained with two free parameters, whose values are generally consistent with
those from the single-parameter fits. In fig. 4.6, we have plotted single-parameter fits
for orientation autocorrelation (4.11) and longitudinal displacement (4.15), and the
two-parameter fit for mean squared displacement (4.23). In the parameter comparison
(fig. 4.7) we show the parameters from all single-parameter fits and the two-parameter
fit to mean squared displacement.
4.3.3.2 Orientation autocorrelation
We first examine the autocorrelation of the particle orientation, as shown in fig. 4.6(a).
We find a nearly exponential decay with a small persistence at short time. The
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Figure 4.6. Orientation–displacement correlation functions fitted by the ABP predic-
tions. (a) Orientation autocorrelation 〈nˆ(t) · nˆ(0)〉 shows the persistence of the particle
orientation over time; the fit yields DR. (b) Longitudinal displacement 〈~r(t) · nˆ(0)〉
shows the mean displacement along the orientation at t = 0; the fit yields `p. (c) Mean
squared displacement
〈
|~r(t)− ~r(0)|2
〉
; the fit yields DT . We also resolve the mean
squared displacement in the body frame to show the longitudinal and transverse
components.
ABP model, including the short autocorrelation time τ , prediction is given by (4.11).
Neglecting τ yields poor fits and inconsistent values for DR, as we will show later
(sec. 4.3.4). Therefore, in fitting all three correlation functions, we use a fixed value
of τ f = 1.8 for all six configurations. This is a short time-scale, consistent with the
autocorrelation of rotational velocity in fig. 4.1(c). This leaves the exponential decay
rate DR as the only free parameter in fitting each configuration.
4.3.3.3 Displacement–orientation correlation
Second, as shown in fig. 4.6(b), to characterize the self-propelled motion we measure
the time-dependent correlation function 〈~r(t) · nˆ(0)〉, which is the displacement, after
lag time t, projected along the initial orientation. As one may anticipate, this initially
grows linearly with a constant speed v0 for a duration set by the rotational timescale
1/DR. Eventually the displacement saturates at a characteristic length scale, which
defines a persistence length `p. After this, the particle has lost its initial orientation
and diffuses isotropically. The ABP model predicts an antisymmetric function (4.15)
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which grows linearly at short times with slope v0 then asymptotically approaches the
persistence length `p = v0DR . The model describes the data with the exception of a
small but systematic asymmetry that may be due to finite system size; we therefore
fit to the antisymmetric part of our data. The fit is a single-parameter fit for the
persistence length `p.
4.3.3.4 Mean squared displacement
Third, we compute the mean squared displacement, as shown in fig. 4.6(c). The ABP
prediction for mean squared displacement (4.23) shows three distinct stages of motion:
(i) at times shorter than DT/v20, translational diffusion dominates and we expect linear
growth with constant DT ; (ii) later the self-propulsion dominates and displacement
grows ballistically with speed v0 until (iii) the orientation diffuses at the timescale
of 1/DR and the displacement grows linearly again with effective diffusion constant
of `2peτDRDR/2 + DT . The model describes the data well over all of these stages.
The earliest timescale, of translational diffusion, in our experiment is pushed to an
extremely short time, i.e., DT/v20 . 1/f . Therefore DT is not reliably determined by
the fits, and we plot a two-parameter fit with `p varied as well.
4.3.3.5 Transverse MSD scaling
We also resolve the total mean squared displacement into its body-frame components,
longitudinal and transverse, as given in (4.26). These are shown alongside the total
mean squared displacement in fig. 4.6(c). At intermediate times, each component
scales differently with time, depending on the value of τ . This signature of τ is weak
in our system, but may be useful in others an indicator of correlations in the rotational
noise.
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4.3.4 Noise vs. diffusion and motility
Heretofore, we have extracted values for DR, `p, and DT via two distinct methods:
from short-time noise statistics and from fitting correlation functions from the ABP
model to the long-time motion of particles. We have shown this process for one
experimental configuration in figs. 4.1, 4.6.
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Figure 4.7. A comparison of dynamical parameter values obtained via two different
analyses for each of six different experimental configurations. The long-time values
obtained from fitting to the correlation functions (vertical axis) are plotted against
short-time noise measurement (horizontal axis). There is good agreement for the
rotational diffusion constant DR (left panel) and persistence length `p = v0/DR (cen-
ter), while the translational diffusion constant DT (right) is poorly determined. Each
group of six points with matching color and shape represents a particular parameter
measurement, and shows the variation among six different experimental configurations,
indicated by size and fill. Shape: circles (•) are fits to the orientation autocorrelation
in fig. 4.6(a), crosses (×) neglect correlated rotational noise (with timescale τ); trian-
gles (N) are fits to the displacement–orientation correlation in fig. 4.6(b); squares ()
are fits to the mean squared displacement in fig. 4.6(c). Color : red markers indicate
single-parameter fits, blue, two-parameter fits. Fill: distinguishes between two particle
designs.
To tune the values of these parameters, we vary the vibration intensity and geometry
of the particle; we summarize the results from six such configurations in fig. 4.7 and
check for consistency between the values extracted from the two methods. We find that
the values agree well, lying close to the line of slope one in each panel. The agreement
is consistent when using values extracted from the single-parameter sequence of fits
(red symbols), and is also robust to fitting with two free parameters (blue symbols).
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The assumption of uncorrelated rotational noise (τ = 0) yields a poor match between
the two values of DR (crosses). The poorest agreement is for DT , which is unsurprising
as the early-time diffusive motion barely appears in our experimental time-window,
and thus has a weak influence on the observable trajectories.
4.4 Conclusion
Our results demonstrate the commonality between vibrated granular media and
other active matter. Here too, the long-term motion can be constructed based on
independent contributions from noise and motility, despite their shared physical origin.
Therefore, fitting the model to observed dynamics can reliably extract parameters of
motion. Furthermore, the noise has only short temporal and spatial correlations, and
can be reasonably described by a Gaussian distribution. These observations justify the
assumptions of the ABP model in our system, and thus the model parameters may also
be measured by velocity statistics. Ultimately, the short-time velocity statistics and
long-time trajectories are in quantitative agreement. This supports the applicability
of the model to our self-propelled grains, despite short correlations in rotational noise
and deviations from Gaussian distributions in the forward velocity.
Our analysis of the single-particle dynamics in the dilute limit provides the basis for
studying collective effects in systems of self-propelled particles. At higher densities,
passive or motility-mediated interactions between particles may affect the particle
dynamics [90,91], leading to density-dependent parameters of self-propulsion [58,67,92].
Thus, as collective behaviors begin to emerge, knowledge of the single-particle dynamics
is essential to peeling apart the sources of these effects. We have provided a framework
to extract and monitor the parameters of motion from observations of a collection of
self-propelled particles. More generally, we suggest that the sequence of data analysis
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laid out in this article is applicable to other active matter, beyond vibrated granular
media.
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CHAPTER 5
MELTING AN ACTIVE CRYSTAL
You cursed brat, look what you’ve done! / I’m melting! Melting! / Oh
what a world!
Who would have thought a good little girl like you could destroy my
beautiful wickedness!
— The Wicked Witch of the West
We now bring together aspects from the previous two chapters to investigate the
combination of (i) the equilibrium phases and nonequilibrium steady states formed
by squares in two dimensions, and (ii) the effects of polar self-propulsion in a noisy
environment. The rich phase diagram of hard squares explored in chapter 3 provides
a sensitive test bed for exploring a number of effects at the intersection of collective
equilibrium phases and active materials. The framework for analyzing self-propelled
particle dynamics introduced in chapter 4 enables a concise quantification of the local
dynamics of an active granular material.
Consider a well-ordered crystallite of macroscopic particles in two dimensions. When
heated beyond its melting point, it becomes unstable and melts [93–96]. This chapter
concerns the melting, by vibration, of an isolated granular crystallite. We investigate
the effects of particle shape (squares vis-à-vis discs) and of activity (polar self-propelled
versus passive). This study draws upon the experimental and analytical techniques
and results put forth in chapters 2, 3, 4 and aims to address some broader but perhaps
subtler questions.
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5.1 Evolution of a Granular Crystallite
When one thinks of “melting,” an image such as an ice cube in a cup of water or pat
of butter on a frying pan likely comes to mind. Each of these is a case of a finite solid
in an ambient temperature above its melting point; it is thus out of equilibrium with
its environment, and direct contact with a heat bath raises its temperature and causes
it to melt.
This picture is in apparent contrast to the quasi-equilibrium bulk phases and phase
transitions that we considered previously in chapter 3. In the ordering of squares, we
considered quasi-static and homogeneous steady-state phases at a range of values of
the control parameter—there, density rather than temperature. Now we will consider
the decidedly nonequilibrium process of superheating an unconfined finite crystallite,
and observing its melting kinetics.
We will first consider the progression of structural order within the crystallite as it
melts. Due to the finite size and nonequilibrium nature of this system, the structure
and order in the interior of the crystallite may not melt via the same pathway as a
bulk material. The free-energy benefits of quasi-long-range ordering and soft modes
that favor two-stage defect-mediated melting in the thermodynamic limit [20–28,97]
no longer dominate at the scale of a finite crystallite. Thus, observations of small
crystallites [93–96] find that order is lost homogeneously and catastrophically, without
an intermediate ordered step or defect generation.
Further, we consider the spatial distribution of phases throughout the process. In a
bulk system, first-order transitions with spontaneous phase separation exhibit sharp
phase boundaries in space. In contrast, continuous transitions show homogeneous loss
in order, with diverging correlation lengths near the transition point. Quantitatively
distinguishing these may be impossible for a small finite system. Nevertheless, because
the initial condition of our system has a clear spatial boundary, we will observe spatial
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heterogeneity regardless of spontaneous phase separation. For example, a superheated
crystallite of particles with short-ranged attraction sublimates from its well-defined
surface until it reaches a critical size, at which point it melts throughout into an
unstable liquid “droplet” and uniformly evaporates [93]. In contrast, a crystallite of
non-attractive hard particles is unstable at any finite temperature. It immediately
melts throughout its bulk, and the boundary of the condensed phase is blurred [96].
5.1.1 Changing the Shape and Adding Activity
Past work on transitions of finitely sized crystallites is limited to spherical parti-
cles [93,96,98,99]. The work in this chapter aims to investigate the effect of particle
shape on the dynamics of a nonequilibrium melting process. We present measurements
of the internal structure of a melting crystallite of squares. In particular, we measure
the orientational order within the bulk of the condensed phase, using the bond- and
molecular orientational order parameters. We interpret the results in the context of
the steady-state phases observed in the uniform density-controlled fluid of squares
discussed in chapter 3.
In active materials, the range of nonequilibrium phases and phenomena appears
to be quite vast, and largely uncharted [9,46–48]. A purely repulsive system of self-
propelled particles with a persistent active drive exhibits a nonequilibrium steady-state
spatially heterogeneous coexistence of phases. This is known as motility-induced phase
separation (mips) [47], and requires no interaction potential other than hard repulsion.
This phase coexistence is well studied [55,56,60,61,100]. We aim instead to consider
the kinetics and intermediate ordering throughout the process. To consider the
ordering, we compare directly with the phases of passive particles, such as the squares
presented in chapter 3. However, homogeneous phases in active particles are not
typically stable, and can neither be easily confined nor held at fixed density. The work
presented provides a mechanism for exploring the dynamical phases across a range
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of densities and configurations, without confinement. This on-the-fly measurement
avoids instabilities that lead to highly inhomogeneous states, such as jamming against
the boundary [101,102] and clustering [47], but still provides a degree of control over
the phase space parameters. This allows the exploration of kinetics of ordering beyond
steady states such as flocking or clustering.
By combining the effects of particle shape with self-propulsion, we introduce two
anisotropies, each with a different rotational symmetry (sec. 1.2.4). The steric interac-
tions of square particles control the packings with a four-fold rotational symmetry,
while the self-propulsion drives particle dynamics with polar rotational symmetry.
Here we exploit the distinction between these symmetries to study a system in which
the steric interactions and crystalline symmetry may remain constant across various
packings of dramatically different dynamical arrangements.
5.2 Experimental Process
We aim to identify the qualitative mechanisms and kinetics of the melting process of a
granular crystallite, and to quantify their dependence on various parameters, namely
the single-particle motility and the configuration and size of the initial packing. For
the results in this chapter, we hold fixed several of these: vibration (f and Γ) and
single-particle motility (DR, v0, DT ) are held quantitatively constant; in addition, all
the steric symmetries of the crystallite (lattice translation, and bond and molecular
orientation) are initialized with square four-fold orientational order. Meanwhile, we
vary (i) the presence of single-particle motility, by contrasting “active” particles with
polar self-propulsion versus “passive” particles with isotropic dynamics; (ii) the size of
the crystallite; and (iii) the dynamical symmetries of the initial configuration of the
particle orientations of the polar motility, within the constraints of the steric order
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(fig. 5.2). We measure various qualitative and quantitative metrics to describe the
process, and consider them in the context of past studies on other systems.
Figure 5.1. Assembly of the crystallite. This image shows the packing process near
its final stages after the orientations have been set and arranged. Large glass slides as
straightedges ensure that the packing has right angles overall. The plate laid on top
holds the tiles level, which otherwise have a slight forward tilt (perceptible in fig. 2.2).
5.2.1 Crystallite Configuration
We consider in this study several initial configurations of a square crystallite of square
particles. The particles are packed manually at the beginning of each trial, as depicted
in fig. 5.1. In all initial configurations (fig. 5.2), the particles are arranged on the
sites of a square lattice, and all particles are oriented along the axes of that lattice.
As squares, the particles may tile equivalently up to any rotation by pi/2; however,
as polar self-propelled particles, they have no rotational symmetry. Therefore, the
steric interactions and crystalline symmetry are invariant through all packings, but
the dynamical symmetries are dramatically different.
More precisely, for a W ×W crystallite with N0 = W 2 particles, we have particles
located at:
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
@fig:melt:configs
Figure 5.2. Initial conditions of various crystallites of active square particles. All
configurations have identical geometric packing (Φ4 = Ψ4 = 1), but the internal
polar axis nˆi of each particle is independently arranged to form (a) a totally polar
ferromagnetic-like aligned state, (b) a disorderded random orientation, and mutually
(c) inward-facing and (d) outward-facing states. Not pictured is a crystallite of
passive squares, for which all such arrangements are equivalent.
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~ri(0) = s nxxˆ+ s nyyˆ (5.1)
for 0 ≤ nα < W , and i = Wny + nx. The particles are oriented such that e4iθi = 1
for all particles. Thus, the initial condition is such that the two orientational order
parameters Φ4 and Ψ4 (5.5, 5.7) have magnitude 1 and share the same global phase.
However, the polar orientation nˆi =
(
cos θi
sin θi
)
of the self-propulsion does not share the
four-fold symmetry and varies across the configurations.
We have considered several such packings, and focus on a few, which are diagrammed
in fig. 5.2: inward, in which the polar orientation of each particle faces the center of the
crystallite; its opposite, outward; and random, in which particles are packed without
regard for their polar orientation. We compare these against a reference crystal of
passive four-fold symmetric square particles with no self-propulsion (the lego tiles
used in chapter 3).
5.3 Measurements and Results
Once the crystallite is packed, we initiate the process by turning the vibration on
suddenly at which point the crystallite begins to melt. As the system evolves, we
measure and track the position and orientation of each particle over time. We monitor
the cluster as a whole as it loses internal structure and as particles at the interface
leave the condensed phase. Note that we use the term cluster to indicate the set of
particles in the condensed phase, regardless of its internal structure (sec. 5.3.2).
For all configurations, order parameters decay beginning with the onset of vibration
at t = 0, and generally continue to decay monotonically until the cluster has fully
melted into a gas or particles have collected at the boundary. In other words, in all
cases the initial condition is fully ordered, and the final condition is fully dispersed
and disordered. The form, timescale, and spatial distribution of this decay, however,
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vary widely across the configurations. In some cases we observe different intermediate
phases in the interior of the cluster.
5.3.1 Dilation
To quantify the dilation of the crystallite, we define a local order parameter dilatancy
in lieu of density. More precisely, dilatancy σ at each particle i is defined via the mean
distance between neighbors:
σi = s 〈rij〉−2j (5.2)
where s is the particle size, and rij is the center-to-center distance between particles
i and j. The average is taken over all neighbors j in the neighborhood of particle
i. The neighborhood is defined as the four nearest neighbors; however, to exclude
next-nearest neighbors for particles at the interface, all neighbors must be within
√
2 times the distance to the nearest neighbor. Note that this quantity provides a
reasonable estimate of the density because squares fully tile the plane with 100%
packing fraction at a separation distance of s; however, it overestimates the local
density near density gradients, particularly at the edge of the cluster. Nevertheless,
we chose this parameter over unbiased definitions of local density such as the area
of the Voronoi cell or a coarse-grained mean packing fraction because, unlike those
measures, it is well defined at the edge of the cluster, it has a uniform value (σ = 1)
in the initial configuration, and it does not introduce a length scale. For particles at
the edge of the cluster, the Voronoi cell area diverges and is sensitive to small-scale
rearrangements; and a locally averaged packing fraction introduces a length scale over
which features (such as the sharp density falloff at the cluster edge) are smoothed.
Ultimately, σ is not a measure of the free volume or packing fraction, but is rather a
measure of the separation between neighboring particles.
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5.3.2 Defining the Condensed Phase
To define the cluster of particles in the condensed phase, we require that (i) each
member meets certain thresholds of local order, and (ii) all members are in a single
contiguously connected cluster. Specifically, we define a threshold cutoff value for the
dilatancy (5.2), the local order parameters φ and ψ, the radial distance from cluster
center of mass (5.3), and particle distance from the cell wall (as in the excluded margin
in sec. 2.2.2). A particle is a candidate to be a member of the cluster if it meets all of
these. Candidate particles are shown colored, with non-candidates in gray, in fig. 5.3.
Next, we define the Delaunay triangulation of all particles, which results in a graph
where particles are connected if they are neighbors in a Voronoi tessellation. We then
remove non-candidate particles from this graph (this may result in more than one
candidate cluster, as shown in the last time step in fig. 5.3b). The cluster is then
defined as the largest of these candidate clusters.
Fig. 5.3 shows an example of the cluster progression, and the corresponding selection
of particles that belong to the cluster. Global order parameters reported here are
averaged over all particles in the cluster. Unless otherwise noted, two criteria used to
define cluster membership. First, dilatancy σi > 0.25, which corresponds to particle
center-to-center distance of 2s (edge-to-edge gap s). Second, distance from cell wall
ri < R− 4s, which corresponds to distance from cell wall exceeding 4s-wide margin
of exclusion. In figures showing spatial positions of particles, the cell wall is marked
with a solid circle and the exclusion margin is marked with a dashed circle.
We consider now the global dilatancy Σ = 〈σi〉i averaged over all cluster members.
Immediately upon actuation of the vibration, the cluster quickly and briefly dilates
without losing any particles, regardless of the configuration (fig. 5.4). This brief
initial expansion consists of a dilation of approximately 10 to 20% over a consistent
characteristic timescale t f ∼ 10 for all configurations. Thereafter, the subsequent
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Figure 5.3. Spatial maps of particle positions at a sequence of times illustrating
the cluster definition. Top row (a) Local dilatancy σi(t) (analogous to packing
fraction, see eq. 5.2) is colored on a scale from 0 to 1 as shown in color bar. Bot-
tom row (b) Cluster membership as defined in sec. 5.3.2. Particles that meet the
cluster membership criteria are colored, those that do not are grey. The primary
cluster is green; other colors indicate smaller clusters, which are ignored in all analyses.
Here, the local criteria are: dilatancy σi > 0.25 (as shown in top row), distance from
cell wall ri < R − 4s (margin is marked by dashed red circle; cell wall is beyond
the shown bounds). The data shown are an example from an 11× 11 crystallite of
randomly oriented active square particles.
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Figure 5.4. Measurements of global dilation Σ(t) and cluster size N(t) of passive
squares and two configurations of active squares: Top (a) cluster-wide mean of local
dilatancy calculated from inter-particle distance. Note that at early times (t f ∼ 10),
all configurations show a quick initial expansion of about 10% with similar timescale,
but the evolution beyond that strongly depends on the configuration and activity.
Bottom (b) cluster size in number of particles N(t) that meet the cluster membership
criteria. The random configuration of active squares decays fastest for both dilation
and cluster size. In contrast, the inwardly oriented active squares decay slowly for
both parameters. The passive squares dilate quickly like the random configuration,
but the cluster size decays slowly like the inward configuration.
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evolution depends strongly on the initial configuration. The qualitative differences are
as expected: the outward configuration very quickly dilates and disperses, while the
inward configuration maintains a high density for quite some time. In fig. 5.4a, we see
that the time evolution of dilation is roughly linear for the inward cases, but decay
rate decreases over time for the random configuration and the passive case. Likewise,
the global mean of radial distance, averaged over all particles in the cluster, grows as
the cluster expands. This mirrors the different rates for different configurations seen
in the dilation (fig. 5.4b).
The dilation is spatially heterogeneous, so we parameterize spatial distribution within
the cluster with two measures. Most simply, we consider the radial distance ri of a
particle from the cluster center of mass:
ri(t) =
∣∣∣~ri(t)− 〈~rj(t)〉j∣∣∣ (5.3)
Where ~ri is the position of particle i, thus the second term on the right hand side gives
the center of mass of the cluster. A second measure of position within the crystallite
is better tuned to the square geometry. Taking the initial crystallite to be a layered
packing of concentric squares, each particle belongs to a particular shell based on its
position in the crystallite. In the coordinate frame of (5.1), the value max{nx, ny}
uniquely defines the shell of a particle. At early times, this is a better measure of
placement in the packing than ri (5.3), because ri is the same for a particle on the edge
(along the ny = 0 axis, e.g.) as for a particle that may be two particle widths from
the edge toward the corner. However, it is important to note that this assignment
is made from the initial configuration, and is held fixed for each particle throughout
the process. Thus, while its usefulness as a measure of position degrades over time, it
serves to visualize particle rearrangements quite well, as will be shown later (fig. 5.6).
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Density is greatest at the core of the cluster, and decays monotonically moving outward.
The sharpness of this decay gives an indication of the strength of the condensed phase:
for a true liquid, density will drop discontinuously at the surface. For the inward
configuration (fig. 5.5), we observe that for a significant duration, the width of the
falloff in density, as a function of r/s, remains on the order of 1 for a significant
duration. This indicates the metastability of a condensed phase of hard particles,
which vaporizes from its surface, and is tunable by its initial configuration.
Figure 5.5. Distribution of local dilatancy σi vs. radial distance ri from center of
mass, 11 × 11 inward configuration of active squares. This sequence of histograms
counts frequency of particles with dilatancy σ at radial distance r, over brief sequential
timespans (indicated above each frame). This may be read as the distribution of
dilatancy at a given radial position within the cluster, with the center of the cluster
at the left. Strips along each axis are the marginal single-parameter histograms of
σ (along y-axis) and r (along x). Note that counts in r bins are normalized by r dr.
Data includes all trials of 11× 11 inward configuration.
5.3.3 Internal Melting
We next consider the structure in the bulk of the cluster. The crystallite initially
begins with both translational and orientational order, which are lost through the
melting of this internal structure. To characterize this multi-stage process, as in
chapter 3, we consider two orientational order parameters: molecular orientation and
bond orientation. The “molecular” orientation of the individual particles is given by
the orientation angle γi of the tile (inset, fig. 3.3 right). The orientational order of the
system is quantified by the local and global molecular orientational order parameters:
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φim =
〈
eimγj
〉
j∈ni
(5.4)
Φm =
〈
eimγj
〉
j
(5.5)
where m is the rotational symmetry of the particles, and the average is taken over
all particles j in the neighborhood ni of particle i for the local value φi, and over
all particles j in the cluster for the global value Φ. The bond-orientational order
parameter measures m-fold lattice orientation symmetry, and is given by:
ψim =
〈
eimθij
〉
j
(5.6)
Ψm =
〈
eimθij
〉
ij
(5.7)
where θjk is the bond angle of neighboring particles i and j, and the average is over all
neighbors j of particle i for the local value ψi, and over all neighboring pairs {i, j} for
the global value Ψ. We use four-fold rotational symmetry with m = 4, unless otherwise
specified. These are complex-valued parameters, where the magnitude indicates the
degree of mutual alignment, and the phase indicates the primary orientation of that
alignment; whether or not it is annotated explicitly (e.g., φ vs. |φ|), all plots show
only the magnitude.
In the style of fig. 5.3, we illustrate the spatial distribution of the local order in the
cluster with snapshots of the parameters φi and ψi (figs. 5.6, 5.8, 5.9). To visualize
the internal displacements and rearrangement, particles are colored by their initial
shell in the top row of figs. 5.6, 5.8, 5.9.
A sequence of snapshots of the evolution of a crystallite of passive square particles
is shown in fig. 5.6. Note that the crystallite appears to dilate uniformly with very
little exchange of neighbors (fig. 5.6a). Nevertheless, both φ and ψ begin to lose order
throughout the cluster. We also see that beyond the earliest time steps, the ordering
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Figure 5.6. Local order parameter evolution for a single 11×11 crystallite with passive
squares. Top row (a) color indicates initial shell to visualize the rearrangements.
Second row (b) shows local four-fold molecular orientational order parameter |φ4|
and bottom row (c) shows local four-fold bond-orientational order parameter |ψ4|.
Color scale ranges from 0 (blue) to 1 (yellow) for order parameter magnitudes.
appears to decay uniformly throughout the bulk of the cluster. Order is slightly higher
on average in the center than toward the outer edge, but spatial fluctuations dominate
the heterogeneity (fig. 5.6b,c). Globally, Φ(t) and Ψ(t) show similar decays (fig. 5.7),
which also correspond to the dilation Σ(t) (fig. 5.4). Most notably, this shows behavior
consistent with the phases seen in steady-state: the two order parameters φ and ψ
decay hand-in-hand, and fluctuations increase simultaneously in both as order is lost.
The addition of activity has already proven to dramatically change the lifetime of the
crystallite and time dependence of the evolution. Its effect on the internal structure
of the packing is evident in the snapshots of a crystallite of inwardly oriented self-
propelled squares in fig. 5.8, which we interpret in the context of the passive crystallite
(fig. 5.6). First we consider the spatial distribution of order: The condensed interior
remains well orientationally ordered (φ), even as particles near the boundary leave
the cluster. Recall also the slow global dilation Σ(t) of the inward configuration
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Figure 5.7. Cluster-wide global order parameter evolution in 11 × 11 crystallites
for three configurations. Order parameters are averaged over the complex local order
parameter of all particles in the cluster; magnitudes are plotted. Top (a) shows
four-fold molecular orientational order parameter |Φ4|, and bottom (b) shows local
four-fold bond-orientational order parameter |Ψ4|.
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vis-à-vis passive squares, despite comparable cluster size N(t) (fig. 5.4). These suggest,
qualitatively, coexistence of the condensed and gaseous phases in the active squares
system. The semi-global averages, over particles which began in the same shell, of
the order parameters confirms the picture of a separated condensed phase (fig. 5.11).
There, we see a condensed core (Σ) of highly ordered particles (Φ) persist while outer
shells decay.
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Figure 5.8. Local order parameter evolution for a single 11 × 11 crystallite with
inward-facing initial orientation.
Notwithstanding the long life of molecular orientational order in the condensed phase,
bond-orientational decays early. The global order parameters Φ(t) and Ψ(t), in fig. 5.7,
show the same relative lifetimes. This indicates a decoupling of φ and ψ, which
suggests a new nematic-like phase with four-fold molecular orientational order but
without bond-orientational order. This is a significant departure from passive squares,
which exhibit—both in steady state and while melting—a coupling of these two orders.
The relation between the two orientational order parameters is easily quantified and
visualized via the phase trajectory of the cluster over time (fig. 5.10a). The path taken
by the passive clusters is roughly linear, indicative of a linear relationship between
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Figure 5.9. Local order parameter evolution for a single 11 × 11 crystallite with
random initial orientation.
Φ(t) and Ψ(t), which is consistent with the aforementioned coupling. In contrast, the
trajectory for active particles—in both inward and random configurations—shows an
early reduction in Ψ relative to Φ. This imbalance persists until both types of order
are almost completely lost.
The qualitative mechanism for this decoupling is driven by the self-propelled particles.
In the inward configuration (fig. 5.8), this occurs via a mechanism of coherent rear-
rangements: a line of particles slides along their length forming a slip plane, in what
may be described as a brick-layer pattern in the intermediate time steps in fig. 5.8.
Because this motion is a pure translation without rotation, molecular orientations
remain ordered, but the bond orientations become misaligned across these slip planes.
Even a small slip displacement (s/2) can weaken the bond-orientational order; however,
it also has the capacity to heal once the line shifts by a full particle (n s). These
healing realignments induce large fluctuations in Ψ(t) in regions where Φ(t) remains
stable and well ordered. This is most conspicuous in the averages over the innermost
shells in fig. 5.11a,b.
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Figure 5.10. Coevolution of the cluster-wide mean order parameters over time for
three configurations of an 11× 11 crystallite. Order parameters are those shown as
functions of time in figs. 5.4, 5.7, plotted here one against the other as time evolves.
The initial state is well ordered, near the point (1, 1) marked with a triangle N,
and as the system evolves the order decays and the curve moves toward the origin.
Top (a) shows the molecular orientational order Φ4 against bond-orientational order
Ψ4. This shows a substantial difference between the two classes (self-propelled or
passive) of particles; in contrast, though they are of course traversed at very different
rates, the paths are surprisingly independent of the arrangement of the active particles.
Bottom (b) shows Φ4 against the dilatancy Σ. Note that Φ is determined almost
entirely by the dilatancy, independently of the particle activity and of the arrangement
of the self-propelled particles. The parameters shown here are commensurate with the
steady state measurements Φ and ρ shown in fig. 3.3b). Comparing them displays a
similar path in both cases.
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dilatancy Σ
Figure 5.11. Shell-wise order parameter evolution for a single 11 × 11 crystallite
with inward-facing initial orientation. Order parameters are shell-wise global; i.e.,
averages are made over the complex local order parameter of all particles in a given
shell; magnitudes are plotted. Color corresponds to shells as shown in inset (for
initial condition) and over time as in fig. 5.8(a). Top (a) shows four-fold molecular
orientational order parameter |Φ4|, andmiddle (b) shows four-fold bond-orientational
order parameter |Ψ4|. Bottom (c) shows dilatancy Σ.
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The evolution is surprisingly similar in the randomly oriented active particles, which
exhibit the same qualitative mechanism for melting the bond-orientational order. In
this case (fig. 5.9) as well, the bricklayer pattern is discernible, though less pronounced
due to shorter coherence length. This is consistent with the parametric relation
between Φ and Ψ, which follow the same trajectory through phase space for both
arrangements of active particles (fig. 5.10a). The distinctions are quantitative: in the
random case, the timescale is very short (sec. 2.6.3) and the line-slip patterns are
coherent over the scale of only a few particles.
Molecular orientations remain better ordered than bond orientations throughout this
process, surviving the continual rearrangements for almost as long as the cluster
remains condensed. After sufficient dilation, the appearance of larger voids allows the
particles to rotate freely and molecular orientational order is lost. This is confirmed
by parametric plots (fig. 5.10b) which show that Φ is determined almost entirely
by the dilatancy Σ, independently of the arrangement (and of the particle activity
altogether).
5.3.4 Crystallite Size Dependence
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Figure 5.12. Cluster size N(t): the number of particles that meet the criteria
for inclusion within the cluster as described in sec. 5.3.2, with threshold dilatancy
σi > 0.25. Note that the timescale differs among the configurations; the range is set
by the decay of order parameters (fig. 5.13).
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The dependence of this process on the size of the crystallite may further inform an
understanding of the mechanism. The data shown heretofore are from crystallites of
11× 11 particles, but we have made the same measurements for a range of sizes: the
perfect square numbers from N0 = 49 to 121. We find that the melting timescales
increase with the larger crystallites, though not as dramatically as the dependence on
particle type and arrangement. This is most easily seen in the decay of the cluster
size N(t), shown in fig. 5.12. Although the time dependence is affected, the qualitative
behaviors and mechanisms do not appear to depend on the size of the crystal, within
this range. This is evident in the decays of their order parameters (fig. 5.13), which
are easily collapsed (fig. 5.14) by simply measuring a timescale (2.3) associated with
each decay.
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Figure 5.13. Order parameter Φ4(t) for five sizes of the initial crystallite (by color),
in three configurations (left to right: inwardly, and outwardly oriented active squares,
and passive squares).
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Figure 5.14. Order parameter Φ4 as a function of the rescaled time t/τφ for five sizes
of the initial crystallite, in three configurations. See sec. 2.6.3 and fig. 5.15 for details
on the timescales used for rescaling.
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Figure 5.15. Decay timescales vs. crystallite size N0. Timescales are calculated
via (2.3) for the decay of order parameters Φ (left) and Ψ (right), for five sizes of
the initial crystallite, in three configurations. Criteria for inclusion in the cluster are
σi > 0.25 and excluding cell wall margin 4s.
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Figure 5.16. Ratio of the timescales for bond- and molecular orientational orders
τψ/τφ. Histogram of this ratio for all crystallite sizes in each of the three configurations.
Note that for passive squares, the ratio is near unity, but diverges toward zero for the
active particles in the random configuration.
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We quantify the rate of these processes by calculating timescales for the decay functions,
using (2.3) in sec. 2.6.3. The timescales for each order parameter Φ(t) and Ψ(t) are
shown in figs. 5.15, 5.16. We find an expected increase of lifetimes for larger crystallites.
Due to insufficient precision and narrow size range, it is difficult to confidently conclude
the scaling of τ with N0 with confidence. Recall that our calculation of τ comes from
the mean over the cluster of the order parameters. Therefore, it will not distinguish
among different spatial distributions of melting, and may be sensitive to the inclusion
criteria for the cluster. We compare the lifetimes of the two order parameters Φ and
Ψ by considering the ratio of their timescales τψ/τφ. Fig. 5.16 shows a histogram of
this ratio for each of the three configurations. For active squares, molecular order is
consistently longer-lived than bond-orientational order, for both inward and random
arrangements. This result supports the slip-line melting mechanism proposed above.
For the passive squares the lifetimes are comparable, which is consistent with the
coupling between Φ and Ψ in the steady-state bulk phases in chapter 3.
5.4 Conclusions
We have observed the melting kinetics in a variety of crystallites of square particles.
We have found that the presence and configuration of self-propulsion induces significant
variation in the stability of internal ordering and of the condensed phase. In contrast,
the molecular orientational order is independent of the presence, or spatial organization,
of self-propulsion. Instead it is determined by the dilatancy (analogous to packing
fraction).
The structural order during melting of a passive-square crystallite is remarkably
comparable to the steady-state phases observed in chapter 3. In both cases, the
molecular orientational order Φ and the bond-orientational order Ψ are coupled
through the range of density (figs. 3.3, 3.4, 5.10b), and time (figs. 5.7, 5.10a). Though
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they remain proportional to each other, the magnitudes of the two order parameters
are not equal in either case: in the steady state, we find Φ > Ψ (fig. 3.3), while in the
melting crystallite Ψ > Φ (fig. 5.10a).
In crystallites of self-propelled particles, regardless of arrangement, molecular orienta-
tional order φ4 significantly outlives the bond-orientational order ψ4. This results in a
sequence of phases that differs from that of equilibrium squares. As the crystallite
melts internally, we observe the following sequences of phases: (i) a tetratic liquid
crystalline phase due to the loss of square crystalline translational order; (ii) a four-fold
nematic phase due to the loss of bond-orientational order; and (iii) a disordered liquid,
due to the loss of all orientational order. Most surprisingly, we find that despite the
great effect that initial particle arrangement has on the crystallite lifetime, there is
very little change to the qualitative mechanisms in the melting process.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
When you are a Bear of Very Little Brain, and you Think of Things,
you find sometimes that a Thing which seemed very Thingish inside you is
quite different when it gets out into the open and has other people looking
at it.
— Winnie-the-Pooh
The study described in chapter 5 builds upon the foundation set up in the work of
chapters 3, 4 and begins to address some of the issues and questions first put forth in
chapter 1 and throughout the dissertation. In this chapter, I will briefly summarize
the results of chapters 3, 4, 5; explore some broader questions that may inform further
research.
6.1 Summary of Results
We have used a vibrated fluid of specially designed grains as a model system to study
the equilibrium packing of hard squares in two dimensions (chapter 3), the dynamics
of athermal self-propelled particles (chapter 4), and the kinetics and phases of an
unconfined packing of self-propelled square particles as it melts (chapter 5).
In a fluid of anisotropic particles, the interplay between ordering in the orientations
and the positions allows for a rich set of phases. We measured the structure and
dynamics of steady states of squares as a function of packing fraction, and identified
the progression of phases: at low density, the squares form an isotropic fluid; at
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intermediate densities, four-fold bond- and molecular orientational order emerge simul-
taneously to form a tetratic phase with slowed rotational dynamics and short-range
translational correlations; at higher densities, the particles freeze into a translationally
and orientationally ordered square-crystalline phase in which translational diffusion is
suppressed.
Granular materials are an experimentally useful physical realization of active matter.
In vibration-fluidized granular matter, both diffusion and self-propulsion derive from
the same collisional forcing, in contrast to most active systems where there is a
clean separation between the origin of single-particle motility and the coupling to
noise. We presented experimental studies of single-particle motion in a vibrated
granular monolayer, along with theoretical analysis that compares grain motion at
short and long time scales to the assumptions and predictions, respectively, of the
active Brownian particle (ABP) model. We found that despite the unique relation
between noise and propulsion, granular media do show the generic features predicted
by the ABP model, indicating that this is a valid framework to predict collective
phenomena. We thus demonstrated that athermal vibrated grains can be well described
by an active Brownian particle model.
To explore how activity, system size, and confinement modify the phases found in
chapter 3, we studied the melting kinetics of a finite unconfined two-dimensional
crystallite of the particles used in the two previous studies. Crystallites begin from
well-ordered initial states with various arrangements of the self-propulsion and various
sizes. The kinetics of melting differ significantly across various initial configurations.
Crystallites of passive squares maintain the same coupling between molecular and
bond-orientational order seen in the steady state packings. Activity decouples these:
crystallites of self-propelled particles of any arrangement lose positional order before
orientational order. Further, an inwardly oriented crystallite of self-propelled particles
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shows a progressive melting from the outer surface of the cluster, while passive squares
and randomly oriented active squares melt more homogeneously. Thus, this initial
orientation controls the sequence of phases observed in the interior of the crystallite,
as well as the spatial distribution of the melting front.
6.2 Proposed Future Directions
6.2.1 Steady state phases of self-propelled squares
Self-propelled square particles promise many interesting behaviors not addressed in this
dissertation. A straightforward question that remains is, “what does the steady-state
phase behavior look like?” Pursuing that question may be less than straightforward,
though, particularly because confined active particles tend to aggregate at the confining
boundary [101,102]. An advantage of the isolated clusters studied in chapter 5 is that
for a brief time the particles remain in a somewhat prescribed state, but they are free
from confinement. This is a first step, but to observe steady states, or to measure a
phase diagram as a function of a control parameter such as density or motility, new or
improved setups will be required.
As suggested in chapter 4, interactions between particles may affect the particle
dynamics [90,91], leading to density-dependent parameters of self-propulsion [58,67,92].
Steady-state measurements may help inform this density dependence. Using squares
may help to understand the mechanisms for alignment in particular [12,55].
As an entry to this, pairwise interactions between colliding particles warrant some
investigation. The interactions, particularly inter-particle torque during such collisions,
may greatly affect the dynamical collective behavior. The polar propulsion clearly
plays a role in driving these interactions [90,91,103], but how much does it control in
the presence of a competing geometric interaction? In experiments on self-propelled
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particles with a simple controlled geometry, the steric interaction is either aligned
with propulsion [36,63,65–68] or neutral [12,91]. The square particles presented here
show nontrivial interactions due to the conflict between the persistent polar drive and
the four-fold square packing. Head-on collisions form a quasi-stable dimer, with the
two particles pushing head-to-head until they slide apart in the transverse direction.
A T-bone collision, when one particle strikes the side of another, is also quasi-stable
because the incident particle maintains thrust against the other particle. In each of
these example dimers, orientational alignment between the two particles is stabilized
by the same interaction that holds them together. This is reminiscent of the long
lifetime of molecular orientational order in active melting crystallites (sec. 5.3.3).
Understanding the statistics and kinetics of these interactions may help clarify the
melting mechanisms described in chapter 5 and, perhaps, the alignment mechanisms
more generally in self-propelled particles.
6.2.2 Melting a confined cluster
The measurements in chapter 5 of an unconfined crystallite provide an understanding
of the free behavior of an isolated cluster or crystallite, whether initiated by the sudden
actuation of self-propulsion, or the decay of a spontaneously formed cluster. In order
to measure the internal ordering of self-propelled particles as a function of density
or pressure, it may be possible to control either or both parameters by confining the
initial cluster. A rigid boundary will not allow the cluster to evolve, or will simply
provide a substrate for particles to jam against. Therefore, a flexible boundary would
likely be more conducive to allowing the system to evolve while providing some control.
A soft elastic boundary (such as a rubber band) may provide pressure control but
would likely disturb the dynamics of particles at the boundary. A linked chain of
inwardly oriented self-propelled particles would provide pressure at the boundary
equal to the force of a single particle. The applied pressure may be increased using
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stronger particles, or multiple layers. This may help inform an understanding of the
nature of pressure in an active fluid.
6.2.3 Measuring pressure in an active cluster
The pressure within an active fluid is currently quite poorly understood. One thing is
known: pressure is not a thermodynamic variable of state [104,105]. That is, pressure
within an active fluid is a dynamically changing value that depends on certain details
of the microstate of the system, and it is not a function of merely the parameters of the
macrostate. This means that a given system will not necessarily have a single pressure,
nor will it necessarily be constant over time; and two fluids held in contact may not
equilibrate [106,107]. This issue is made clear by considering the effect of reorienting
the self-propelled particles in chapter 5: the center of the inwardly oriented crystallite
surely has a higher pressure than the center of the outward orientation. These offer a
very clean system for controlling the pressure in an active fluid in a systematic way.
For stable (or confined) arrangements, a load cell could fairly easily be embedded into
the center of the packing. This would provide high precision and time resolution to
analyze a static pressure but also provide a window into the fluctuations (in pressure
and otherwise) within the crystal. Shorter-lived arrangements would require more
flexible measurement techniques. One possibility is to place a (passive) square of
photoelastic material inside the crystal [108] (To manufacture all of the particles out of
such a material would be quite challenging, due to residual internal stress.). Pressure
may also be estimated from fluctuations in the particle dynamics, which may require
embedding some passive squares or an obstacle, using microrheological techniques.
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